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HOMO! GOT ID"unts 
IN MEATBPARDOSECUTED 
•isALOONS LIMITED
Fifty-One Cases M Indianapolis
SIXTEEN YEARS I :Haan a pol bIndcri ;tine art The
• "embalmed meat" scandal is now bs- - ORDINANCE BY VOTE OF
fore ahe criminal court and the prose,
PRISON cuting attorney. Dr. J. N. Harty,'
secretary of the state board of health
and H. E. Barnard, chemist of the I
bei'ore ;edge Fremort 07e
Alford today and submitted a full
statement of the shocking conditions
disclosed by the analysis of meats
brought from meat stands on the city
market.
Details were given in each case, the
statements setting out the article
analyzed, the manufacturer, the dealer
snd the chemical that the meat was
found to contain. This action was
taken for the purpose of prosecuting
those dealers whose meats were
found to have been treated with
chemicals. There are fifty-one cases
in all.
When the criminal court convened
this afternoon Judge Alford in-
structed Prosecutor Benedict to in-
stitute the prosecutions at once.
SERVES THAT TIME IN
FOR KILLING GEO. TRAVIS,
IJCvRED.
COURT ADJOURNED OVER
UNTIL TOMORROW MORNING
NO ONE APPEARED YESTER-
DAY TO PROSECUTE WAR-
RANT AGAINST PARK
MANAGEMENT.
Judge Lightfoot Will Send Maple
Smith, Colored, and Frank Wag-
goner, White, to Reform
School Tomorrow.
'
Henry Holwell, eAvvett yes-
terday n the circui feto the
penitentiary for .cpftrea IWO 
killing George Treviso enlaced, one
might last Christmas meek .zt Twelfth
0-0—WI& Terrell streeti: 'Holwell was
shooting at an anugemisi • in the
house. of Travis when the latter
rushed in between the two and
taught rhe bullet intended fet the
third party. T he ball stetick" in the
head, instantly killing Teaels.
Will Jacksnn and r A. Doricorati,,
both white, were given six years'
each in the penitentiary for robbing
little Walter Timons of ja. The
two men *ere over at Brookport.
11L. opposite here, and gave the Tim-
mons lad to bring them over here
in his skiff. After getting to this
side of the river, they robbed the lad
of the money they had just given
him
There is only one other case on the
docket for this special term, it being
that charging Jim Porter with cut-
.ting Sam Bogins and assaulting Berry
Smith. As a compromise is on in
this dope, the judge adjourned court
yesterday over unel tomorrow, when
he disposes of it, and dismiss;ng thejurors, bring the term to a close. I
Sheriff John Ogilvie will leave the
hat of this week or first of next for
Eddyville with the prisoners con-
ercted and given prison terms during
this session.
Park Sunday Warrant
Just ice Charles Emery yesterday
did not get to try the warrant charg-
ing Manager William Malone of the
park with running different attrae-1
lions last Sunday in violation of the
Sabbath dosing law. Deputy.
Sheriff T. J. Moore, who took out;
the warrant, did not appear to prose-
ute the case, as neither did County
Attorney AAben Barkley, who con-
ducts the prosecution in name of the
commonwealth. The accessed did not
ahqw up either, and the Justice an-
(Continued on Page Three.)
thlt.rirar
CAN'T COLLECT
JPOR GOODS SOLD, SAYS JUDGE
RYAN, OF CIRCUIT COURT,
ST. LOUIS.
Such a Debt Is No More Binding
Than `a Gambling Obligation,
He Declares.
St. Doti,, June 26.—In the circuit
court Monday Judge Ryan decided in
favor of a purchaser who contended
that he does not have its pay tor
goods which he voluntarily bought
from a concern which he alleges is
a member of a so-called trupt.
The Cahill-Swift Manufacturing
company had brought suit for $240.83
against Joseph E. Walsh., a plumber,
on the allegation that Walsh had
bought gOode to the value of the
judgment asked, and had refused to
pay for them. Walsh acknowledged
that thie was true, and stated he had
installed the- goods in a flat. His
c °onset Seemed the company a
"trust" and argued that the defend-
am did not have to pay for goods
txxight from a trust any more than
he would have to pay a gambling
debt. WalshIs defense was based
.sottely lon his anti-trust argument
and the comers decision was in his
favor.
KENTUCKY CUT RATES.
State Commission Order Will Save
Skippers SLSoo.coo a Year.
Frankfort, Ky.. June a6.—The state
tsilway commission last week issued
an order for a general reduction of
freight rates in Kentucky that will
effect a saving of St800,000 a year
to shippers. The cut in the case of
the Louisville & Nashville is 25 per
cent. The Illinois Central is also
singled out for censure and is for-
bidden to charge more than the rate
fosed for the Louisville and Nashville.
Objectionable Saloons Will
Be Considered By Committee
LICENSE COMMITTEE HOLDS SESSION TOMORROW EVE-
NING FOR THIS PURPOSE IN ORDER TO DECIDE WHAT
SALOONS Sfiti.LL NOT RE L ICENSED TO CONTINUE RUN-
NING, • I'
...etrer—lereeet'
Chairman Samuel Hubbard of thei, Chairman Hubbard stated ye-arter-licerese committee for the council key that if tonsorro,w aiitht is not
and aldermen, yesteetley .announced ,
that tomorrow, Th • ev a t enough time to hear all the Coen-
7:30
lime for Inkling th4r6onnuitt ear. affect-
ing in the general .aseteraiilyie+espher
for the purpose of 'faking 'up' the
qUeetion of renewing saloon licenses
for the coning six months., commenc-
ing Jtily 1st. Ile Raid a&a*31.4loit
tittle they would be ready asa receive
all parties who protest sigainst any
saloon license being renewed. The
petiti('n.' for and 'against grog-shops
will 'he heard, and where any grog-
shop has proven objectionable, they
wilt 'Wear what complaints surround-
leeteclentis. have to make, and takein Ate premises in the form
of petition's, etc. After receiving ev-
erybody and heirieg
against and petitions. foe)
the committee will then &Cid at
licenses "will be 'rev° d for a
ri
six months' eenewal, 4
 
fiftieth oriels
Asti bet. jetted andt ropietors
to close their place* of'1,14Theifelwin
lit
ieCame
h.
ever
known
_that
would meet again Friday evening to
Wind up the business, as they have to
onnplet e their investigation this
week because the licenses all expire
next Satitrekty Tight, and the renew-
als 'have to be given by the council
the following Monday • evening and
by the aldermen the Thursday night
Of next week that is if. ;big )icenses
IiN alit to be takeh away.
it ho lielderstood that a number of
license ire to be taken away, all be-
cause fof the character of place the sa-
enolidsts have been running in the
Poet.
The committee desires to notify
everybody who/objects to any saloon
to be present with their protesting
Oetitionte tomorrow evening, because
all this is to he done before the full
boatel meetings', as it wili talc* ap too
much time foe .-ithis regular wbole
hoard meeting to hear all the com-
plaint*, etc.
CHICAGO ALDERMEN
rrarn
54 to g.
Shop far Every
PASS
500 In-
habitants to Be Rule in That
City Hereafter.
Chicago, June i6.—After July 31,
1906, no more new saloons can be
started in Chicago until the popula-
tion of the city is almost double that
of the present time. The city coun-
cil last night passed the Harkin or-
dinance limiting the issuance of
saloon licenses to those in force on
the last day of July and prohibiting
the issuance of any new ones until
the population has so increased that
new licenses can be issued at a, ratio
cf one to every Flo people. Alder-
man Foreman vigorously opposed the
it received
passed by a
measure, but otherwise
liale opposition and was
vote of .54 to 9.
Limit on Saloon License.
The Harkin ordinance limiting the
number of saloons in Chicago means
that for many years to come there
will be less than il,000 dramshops in
the city. The measure has been un-
der discussion for several months and
its passage was urged by the major-
ity of the saloon keepers, while the
brewers and the Antisaloon league
forces opposed it.
The ordinance provides that any
license which is not kept in continu-
cus enforcement shall perpetually ex-
pire and no new one can be issued
in its place until the eoo population
ratio is reached. This is also the case
with licenses revoked by the mayor
for failure to comply with the law.
A holder of a saloon license has
the right at the expiration of the
year to transfer his 'right to take
cut a new license to any other party,
thus giving the liquor permit a
large asset of each saloon stand.
Alderman Harkin and others declare
it will prove a most effective agency
for the improvement of the moral
tone of all saloons, as the owner will
pnotect his license by obeying the
law, first because he can not secure
a new permit if the one he holds is
revoked and secondly because of its
commercial value.
BANK CLERK SHORT S5o,00o.
Poynette, Wis., Man Used Money in
Large Investments.
Poynette ,Wis., June 26.—Dis-
crepancies amounting to at least
$30,000 are said to have been revealed
by the arrest of Fred C. Price, until
recently a clerk in the bank of Poy-
nette, on a charge of embezzlement.
Most of the shortage is said to have
been adjusted by Price and his rela-
tives.
Price is said to have invested $ao,-
000 in a farm in Minnesota and to
have had a $to,000 interest in a hard-
ware store in Poynette. He owned a
residence here worth about $5,000,
which was handsomely furnished. Re
had also paid off a mortgage of $3,000
on his father's farm, which was
worth jto,000, and has loaned large
amounts of money in his own name.
WILL SUE FOR FULL LOSS
Policy Holders in San Francisco to
Fight Traders' Company.
Chicago. Jkine 26.—Preparation ;s
being made to conduct one of the
wiffeet legal Nodes in the history
of American insurance companies to
force the Trader's' Insurance. com-
pany of Chicago to pay its .San
Franciroo liabilities in full. Attorney
rm of 1uapp, ay-
pie & Campbell, wthich has been re-
tained to represent the interests of
the wesee•rn claimtants in Chicago
said yesterday that no legal stone
would be left flattened in the effort
to secure adjustment of the claims.
The plan now under contemplation
bas in view a simultaneous assault
upon the receiver and directors of
the defunct concern.
LONDON TO GET PLEAT LAW.
Committee Recommends Drastic
Food Inspection Regulations. 
Lorrdon, June 26.—The London
"ncire benith committee
ei that the 'council seek
parlimenta teowers Ito enable it to,
establish inspection stations
and ptsblic al
don and) to pro
of all food ent
county
rev-Annie
MASONIC EVENT
LA CENTER LODGE U. D. IN-
STITUTED AT THAT PLACE
YESTERDAY
Early in October Plain City Lodge
of This City Will Confer De-
grees There.
Yesterday Jame E. Wilhelm, as
proxy of the grand 'master of Ken-
tucky, 'accompanied) by Major J. H.
Aishoraft of this ciety, wale to La
Center on the Cairo division of the
Illinois Central and instituted a new
Mksonic lodge at that point under
the name of La Center Lodge U. D.
Thai luelge sthrts off with twenty
The officers installed were D. N.
Brockman, poisrter ; John lit Moore.
S. W.; R. E. Bayles, J. W.; H M
Massie, treassinirer; T. M.. Parrish,
secretary; E. B. Bayles. S. D.; W.
D. Hines, J. D.; J. H. Flanikin, 5.S;
R. B. Seat, J. D.; and J. B. White,
tYlee
Early in October the officers and
a number of the members of Plain
City Lodge No 449, F. & A. M. of
this city will go to La Center and
confer the 'ontemet apprentice ant
master Mason degrees )11 t WO can
dictates of that lodge. a oil de e ge -
t ions from lodges at Kevil, Bandana,
Lovelaceville
VOL 23, NO. 47
HE DIED HAPPY,
--
Because, in the Poorhouse, He Saved
Enough to Pay the Last of an
Ancient Debt.
Wooster, Ohio, June 26.—With
$4,23o concealed in hi .s bed clothing,
enough money to pay principal and
interest on the last of a debt of$3,000, Henry Zaring died at the
Wayne Coo-te I-free-re t r'•••-.
Zaritig s
fortune, people deserted him and he
faced the world in debt. He
struggled with poverty and' worked
at manual labor for aci years, saving
enough money to pay his ca-editors.
"I am dying happy," said Zaringjest before his death. "When friends
and fortune deserted me I had
nothing to live for but to pay my
"debts." Then he told where the
money was concealed.
FAMILY GETS LIFE SENTENCE
Evan:wi(e, Ind., June 26.—An en-
tire family, consistiogiof Jonah Wil-
liams, his wife and three sons, are
now serving time for the murder of
James Leigh at Boonville, Ind., last
January.
LEO BROKEN
LOWELL RICKMAN THROWN
FROM THE DELIVERY
WAGON.
and Wickliffe will be present. Breaking of Harness Let the Wagon
The M'asons present at Cie gath-
Run Upon the Horse, Whichering yosterday expressed a desire to
set degrees confleered try Plain City Dashed Into Fence.
lockie, which has a estati: reputation
for exoellent work, and their wish
will be gratified at the beginning of
ceollier weather, and it is expected
to 'make the occasion quite a Masonic
event in that section.
TAKES CHARGE
OF PALMER CAFE
Mr. James O'Mara Comes From
Evansville to Locate Here.
•••••MMO
ilfteMiliSOMMIMS
Yesterday afternoon about .1
o'clock Mr. Lowell Ric km a n was
thrown from a groeery wagon in Me-
chanicsburg, and his. tight leg broken
just above the ankle. The fracture
is a serious one, and he is now at
Riverside hospital being treated .n
a private ward.
The young irsa,n drive* the wagon
for his brother, of the Rickman and
Seh int e essearbliehment on BridgeMr. and Mrs. James Of Mara rtreet in Mechanicsburg. He was
arrived Sunday from Evansville to out yeeterday afternoon making
make their home in this city. Mr. 44,40 segiveries to customers, andO'Mara is one of the best known while on Asheraft avenue, across the
cafe men of the country and comes bridge, the harnels broke while go-here to tefi airge of The Palmer ing down a little hill and the wagonbuffet for the new management. He nan upon the spirited horse. Thishas many friends in this city„ who frightened the beast, which corn_ moment of revels may :lewelcome him here to reside perman- narked plunging and rearing, at- known.
ently. he having made many warm tempting to rim sway. In dashing Police reserves and an te an bulanceeietassocia s while spending several around, the animal dashed into the were called, aod- , time str s weremonths here last winter.
MILLIONAIRE
MURDERER
HARRY THAW KILLS STAN-
FORD WHITE IN
1:121.7
"YOU HAVE STOLEN MY WIEE
YOU 
 
 
-----" HE CRIED
AS HE FIRED THE FATAL.
SHOTS THAT ENDED
SOCIETY MAIN'S
LIFE
••••••
Shooting Occured on Roof of
son Square Garden in Presence
of Hundreds 'of Happy
People.
New York, Jane a6.—Harry Thaw
Of Pittsburg, Multi-millionaire, social
exquisite and noted clubman, mur-
dered Stanford White, the famous
architect, last night, on the roof of
Madison Square Garden. He shot
White twice in the back, and as the
victim whirled around in' his agony
another bullet sped into his stomach,
and White dropped lifeless by a table
where he had been laughing and
fingering a glass in company wit4
svoman. '
4•••••=0M...
gimlet to New Place.
Florist Brunson is now moving
irorn his old store at 423 Broadway,
sn
 Broadway, which latter place
aas formerly occupied by Plumber
Jack Coulson. It will take the florist
until the last of this week to get in-
stalled in his new place. In the rear
yard of the new location Mr. Brun-
son will immediately erect a glass
covered greenhouse.
Magazine Publisher.
Mr. E. E. Sutherland, formerly of
the Sutherland Medicine company
here, has embarked in the magazine
business in Chicago, now being pub-
lisher of "Thought and Astion," de-
voted to health and social conditions.
Leave to Take Up the
Prosecution of Trusts.
Chicago, June 26.—District At-
torney C. B. Morrison and Attorney
Frank B. Ketlog of St. Petri left
Chicago for Washington early in
tie. evening. The two men are to
be appointed special counsel" to
handle. the government investigation
and prosecution of trust, and grant-
mg of rebates by railroads. They
will confer with Attorney General
Mlorxiy at Washington.
They will return to Chicago as the
probably in the federal building.
While in Washington it is likely that
Attorney Morrison will resign as
district attorney.
Attorney Kellog came to Chicago
yesterday morning from St. Paul on
instructiorA from Attorney General
.Moody that 'he meet Mir. Mlorrison
In Chicago and go immediately to
Waibigton to receive appointment
and instructions.
Board of Works.
This afternoon the board of pub-
lic works holds its regular weekly
meeting at the city hall, at which
time the public improvement com-
mittee of the council and aldermen
meet with the board to decide what
character of bridge they want to go
across Island creek 'at Fourth street.
liter houses in D _Lion- polkas:nen
de for the inspection) 'Courtney. Long are
London. %lions this week.
Mike Dugan and
taiaing their va-
fence and threw Rickman from the
seat, and he fell, bneaking the bone.
The injury will lay him Up for
several weeks at the institution.
SHOOTING EVENTS.
The Gun Club Will Give Many
Events At the Park Wednesday.
One week from today is the Fourth
of July, and on that date the Paducah
Gun club will give a big target tour-
nament over their traps in Wallace
park. A large number of bird events
are now being arranged by the sports-
men, who will be out enmasse, as
this is virtually the first big shoot
they have held this summer.
Me Max L. Chaudet of Spring
field, Mo., is at The Palmer.
Thaw is a prischiet lit the .` Tendee-
loin" police station. He will not
talk. lie gave his name as Joan
Smith, hudent, of 18 Lafayette street,
Washington. He was immediately
recoghited, and cards in his pockets
bore the Word::
"HARRY KEMBLE THAW."
There are two versions of t
dramatic shooting.pue is that Thai
saw the architeet with Mrs. Thal-
and approaching the couple, said: •
'You've stolen my wife, you —
The other version is that the
ciety man entered with his wife '
waited for White to approach,,
ing g. a word.
There wadch emendous e
ment that the rad story of th
cute-
one
be
cleared, while under a table in the
roof garden was tiag,,body of White,
covered with a sheet, an( with police-
men surrounding it, awailing the ver-
dict of the surgeon who was racing
to the garden..
The murder was one of the most
dramatic in the history of the city.
"Mlle. Champagne," managed by
Lionel Lawrence, was being? pre-
sented. The first act haft.' swung
along with its blare of Wass and its
tinsel, and the hundreds upon hun-
dreds who sat beneath the bright
lights or peered through the potted
palms and ferns were happy.
Plea of Insanity.
EXTR4 SESSION OF LEGISLATURE
MAY BE CALLED TO REVISE
SABBATH OBSERVANCE LAW
Louisville, Ky., June 26.—It was
reported in Louisville today that
Grovernor Beckham mould call an
extra session of the Legislature to
revise the Sabbath observance law as
dehrsed in Section 1321, !An Of-
bids any One performing his week-
day avocation on Sunday. County
Attorney Bingham spent Sunday in
F-tankfort with the goveror, but he
declined to tell what passed between
them
It is understood the county at-
torney informed the governor that
Magistrate Hoffman was doing dam-
age to the movement to close the
saloons on Sunday by issuing war-
rants against druggists and others,
and that the law was being made
odious in the eyes of some who were
annoyed because they could not pur-
chase meat, fruits or cigars on Sun-
day. It is said the county attorney
informed the governor that there was
no law wheroby the magistrates of
Lotisvil9e could be prevented mom
enforcing the Sunday oboe ;mice
staterte if they desired to I un-
derstood here that titer gov r in-
timiarted that he would call extra
session of the legislature to the
law modified so that everything can
remelt% open on Sundays -*except St-
loons.
On account of a ' death in his
family Magistrate fioffnitan did not
store proprietors and ()there who sofa
merchandise on Sundsty, but his con-
stable was gathering information and
evidence against Sabbath violators
and will file complaints later in the
week.
The Retail Druggiats' Association
will hold a meeting tcenorrow to de-
cide upon a -plan of action in regard
to future Sunday closing, Only two
of the 'leading druggists sold any-
thing but medicines ow Sunday.
Quite a number of them are in favor
of Sunday closing and are urging
the observance of the Sabbath ob-
servance law, but insist that all must
close.
There was activity today on the
ipa.rti of the rpollice elkpartment to
file information against saloon keep-
ers who violated the law by selling'i liquor on Sunday with a vi tw of hav-ing their Ii ensues revoked. Foursaloon keepers Wept open their sidedoors in defiance of the mayor and
Liquor Dealers' Association,
I
•
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SINES RAS
CAL,
'VERY WELL OVERHAULED
ICE MAN WILL BE CONFINED
AT HOSPJTAL FOR SEVER-
AL WEEKS.
Contractor George Kafterjohn Rest
• ing Well But In Serious Condi-
tion—Townsend Boy.
Willis Sines°is resting well at Riv-
erside hospital, where he will be con-,
fined for several weeks 'as a result of
his foot •having to be amputated on
account of it being mangled by a
street ear 'when he was knocked from
Robertson's ice wagon at Third anti
Jackson streets one morning last
week. Sam Gordon, the driver, is
eta eonfinerl at- his home- near Sec-
ond and Kentucky avenue. He is
black and blue all over, as 'the result
of being knock,k11 from his seat when
the car struck the vehicle. O'Neill,
wily° was also on the vehicle at the
time, is abtle to be back at work. Mr.
Robertson yesterday saidi he thought
he would have to kill the mule in-
jured worst in the accident as the
animal was cut up and badly hurt.
--
Resting Well.
Contractor George Katterjohn was
resting well yesterd.ay in his private
ward at Riverside hiospitat, but his
condition is quite serious, as the re-
sult of the operation for appendicitis.
ENGINE MOVED
TAKEN TO FOURTH AND
ELIZABETH STREET STA-
TIONHOUSE.
It Will Be the Middle of Next Month
Before the Engineer Is Chosen
by the Commission.
•
The fee engine has been moved
from the Central fire department
house on North Fourth street to the
branch at Fourth and Elizabeth
streets where it will be used hereafter
in case of•fires through the surround-
ing factory district. It is now in-
stalled in the addition to the South
ourth street building erectes! for the
pose, as these was not sufficient
m in the old building
verything is ready for use of the
ne except the purchase of the
es and election of the engineer.
ommissioners are now looking
cvii• animals brought them daily by
dealt but as, yet none have come
up to he high standard maintained
of hor s in the service.
The e commissioners are
lung to receive applications feint
different rties wanting to be elected
engineer f the department. The
ordinan creating this office will not
get it final passage for three weeks
yet, therefore it will be the middle
of July before the engineer is
chosen. The commissioners approve
the action of .he aldermen in raising
to $75 the monthly salary of this
official which had been fixed at $6o
by the conncil.
Opening Crow Indian Reserva-
tion—Tickets will be sold to Sv-tri-
dan Wyo., BilIite - and Mile e City,
Mont. Dates nt sale June to to 26,
1936, :nelesieo final limit July loth,
11006. Round trip rate ragpo.
A'r. Carnegie, at Graveseed, wirc
he was the first distinguished strang-
er to receive the freedom of the
borough, said that he only under-
stood one machinc—the human one—
and he always patted it on the back.
DOUGLAS CHURCHER, COL-
ORED, CAPTURED IN
FEW HOURS.
He Was Being UUsed as "Trusty"
Around the Jail, When Sent Off
On Message for Davis.
Deputy County Jailer Bud Howell
had a swift chase a day or two ago
with .Douglas Chuccher, his diminu-
tive colored prisoner who is serving
a sentence for stealing several sacks
of flour. He filially overhauled the
boy, who was caught in the Illinois
Central railroad yards.
Clburchor has been used as a "trus-
ty" around the jail and because of
his small size and tenkler roars it
-was not thought 'be had. sense enough
to run a-way. Henry Davis, Who is
being held awaiting trial in the U.
S. court on the charge of counter-
feiting, gave Churcher a $10 hill a day
or two since, telling him to go over.
to Bievierman's grocery after a can
of ssxup. instead of going after the
can, Churobee decided he wanted the
to spot, and also his liberty, so
started for the I. C. yard with the
intention of escaping.
When he did not come bask in a rea-
sonable length of time Deputy How-
ell surmised he was trying to get
away, and realizing the trains would
be sought by the lad, the deputy
went to the I. C. yard near the Union
depot. MI the trains stop at the
chute to get coal and Mr. Howell
started there believing the boy would
try to board a car at that point.
True to his surmise, the deputy
espied Ohurcher who, about the same
time saw him, and started running.
Howell shot several times to scare
the boy, but the tatter leaped through
the woods liloe a deer, and with one
bound 'width insidle the open
door of a passing freight train coining
into they city.. The deputy caught 't
also, crirnering Churcher kept him
aboard until the train got down in
the yards. when the deputy put the
youth in jail.
SUMMER HOTELS PERNICIOUS
Dr. Madison C. Peters Declares That
They are Hotbeds of Sin.
1)111E1161
sttsmutumu=sumutmaTHAT PLEASES
Phones:
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KENTUCKY PRINTING
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121S 4th St.
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New York, June 26.—Summer is a
very wicked time indeed, Rev. Dr.
Madison C. Peters says. He preached
on "Summer Sins," gambling being
one, at the church of the Epiphany.
"I dare not trust 'myself to de-
scribe the things which may be seen
in our summer hotels where wealth
abounds and beauty smiles," said the
preacher. "The harvest which will
be gathered from summer drinking
‘vill be ruined homes, broken hearts,
destroyed hopes, crushed affections,
reputations blasted, dishonored lives,
tormented souls, cheerless graves and
an undone eternity. If I could make
you see the harvest which will come
from the summer sowing it would
make your hair rise, your breath
catch, your blood chill and would call
foch your deepest commiseration on
behalf of the victims and rouse your
just indignation against the social
custom which produces such misery.'
"Merciful gracious! I will stay at
home this summer," gasped a young
married woman in a corner of the
church.
Dr. Peters tsicie, to women who
play cards. "The cardplaying habit
has become ;I Jebatich, and especially
among women," he declared, "The
everlasting contest for prizes has
made feverish gamblers of thousands
of Americans and the craze is rapidly
growing. Social gambling is gamb-
!dig no less in the parlor than in :11,-
faro hank. What you put in your
pocket is • taken directly out of the
pocket of some one else. You have
simply committed a felony upon the
common purse of society. Gambling
its the theft -with the stripes off."
YELLLOW FEVER IS
NO PROBABILITY.
Railroad Official at New Orleans
Says No Fear Exists in That City
 .••••••••••=ilLealommar -I.
WASH and WHITE GOODS
SALE
THE PRETTIEST ANTI MOST ELABORATE LINE OF WASH
MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES THAT WE HAVE EVER
SHOWN WILL BE OFFERED DURING THE COMING WEEK. IF
YOU WILL LOOK OVER THE LIST YOU WILL DOUBTLESS
FIND AT LEAST ONE ITEM THAT WILL MAKE IT WORTH
YOUR WHILE TO ATTEND THIS SALE.
Colored Wash Goods Bargains.
30 inch Printed Lawns, in novelty'
and staple patterns, value toe
at per yard  • 7%0
Galatea Cloth.
'The best material you can buy for
Childrens' Dresses in light
and dark stripes at 15e
Seersucker Ginghams,
In stripes and checks, a 121/3c value,
prices for this week
ii"•,••• • • -1010
Money Saved in Ready Made Suits
A lot of ladies' Wash Suits in white
and colored at just one-half the
former prices.
Ladies' Silk Shirt Waist Suits, just a
few left to close out
price $5 . 0 0
Children's dresses in pink and blue
checks, sizes 2 and 3 years
at 25e
Children's Dresses, in shepherds
checks, sizes 8 and to
years, at 500
Embroidered Waist Patterns.
Fine Lawn, striking designs and fine
Embroidery at
$1 50.
Handkerchiefs.
Ladies' pure linen Handkerchiefs,
corners hand embrpidered, a 20C
quality at
2 for 25c.
Hosiery.
Infants' White Cotton Hose and
Socks, a isc value at
10 cents.
The Delineator Three Months for
Twenty-five Cents.
L. B. Ogilvie ON Co.
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
a steamer than as the quarantine at
the mouth of the Mkssissippi.
"Just before I left New Orleans
I asked Nil:is-or Belsrman weiat report
I should take north. 'Tell them,"
he said 'that we have every reason
to believe there will be no yellow
fever in New Orlean, this summer.
The conditions are excellent. Tie
city is Impending $100,000 in cleaning
evOry inch of the municipality, and,
while sanitary conditions, according
to the best theories. do not breed
the fever, we believe in having things
clean. All danger is from the ouside.
and if quarantine regulations arc ob-
served, I have no fear.' "
PRESIDENT'S MEALS
OF SIMPLE ORDER
deny that he is a gourmard, and to
explain that he subsists on plain,
wholesome food.
A story was printed here this morn-
ing to the effect that he ate enough
for three men for breakfast, had a
six-course luncheon, and a ten -
course dinner. But the president is a
plain and simple cater. For breakfast
he usually takes hard boiled eggs,
rolls and coffee.
For lurch he confines himself to
bread and milk. Sometimes. if Mrs.
Roosevelt and the children are pres-
ent, he takes a little cold meat, if
there is any left over from the night
before, and piece of fruit.
His dinner consists of three cour-
ses, as 'a rule, and sonetimes only
two. All this is official.
Washington. June 26. — President Which is the worse, a spoiled child
Roosevelt found occasion today to i one that is to fresh
Chicago, June 26.—F. E. Batt tars.
general passenger agent of the
Southern Pacific Company's steam-
ship lines, with headqnsirters in New
Orleans, is in Chicago to attend the
anss cont i Dent a passenger meetin a.
Speaking of conditions in the south-
ren metropolis, he said:
"We have no fear of another yel-
low fever epidemic. Tkie case taken
from a boat at the qinirantine Sunday
proves that if there is fever in New
Orleans it must come from the out-
side. The fact there has been no
fever there so far proves there are
no infected mosquitos left from last
season. The new government quer-
al ine of five days will be a good
itli rig for thee smith. To this five
limit the -state of Louisiana has
d one day. makig it six days for
es ybodiy except immunee This six
da 0ns-watt/re causes us to ,nialre slow
with out (boats between Havan-
nd New Orleans, bemuse it is
-mice to spend the time aboard
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically, Constructed and
....of the Highes t Excellence.... _
It Appeals to the Artistic • and Cultured Class and
Is a "Leader' for the dealer. - 
D. It BALDWIN & CO.
W. 11 MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY
OUT NANCE,
Manager.
OPEN
M. NANCE.
Embalmer.
GUY NANCE
Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE AMBULANCE , • .; g.„,
for Sick and Injured Only. %elk
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET. 1
DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE ropp. 
• • ,
NEW PHONE 334.
JO' 
PAIN/CAN, Y. 3
1
.
•
THROW
YOUR CORAUSPONDINCE:
BY USIN G THE
"UND[RWOOD'
TYPEWRIIIR
"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's.;
Time which is your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
i•Ent
CENT°1111ALIAILour 
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st 
 "Wjaa BIAIT2iMENT; IC If __Ulla TIM a SU Plairllad ... '
111JCLOW any other nannufeeturer or dealert. the world.
• .
DO NOT Bur A DIOYOLE
aum Med el breve, till have received oar complete Free
illustrating sad every kind of hMh-grade and lo
old paternal latest molds, and learn or our remarkabl=
PRICES and wesdeirlid now sten node pommy by Wang from feeble,
direct to rider with De saiddlessanb pinata.
OW t INSIP dia /10.111.11101L slehillel a Mai àfr•1111, Pay WM Trash* and
allow 10 Due Ines TOW mad mak* other liberal terms which no oche,
house in the world will do. Teel will lasen everything and get much min
able information W miser*, sair on • puma
awy talloatatairyarmag men wbo apply at once.
We need • is every limin sad can ogler an
to make use 
 opportualt,
$8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ° " Lit
Prfoo $
$8.80 per pair.
To ketleadaa•
We Will Soli NAILS, VIC
rocs a 
01 IlLA13
Pais. foofirst ot lrgaLail
(cAtH WITH onotit $vs...)
NO 11110fiE TROUBLE FRON PUNCTURES.
Result of t5 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC.
11 US. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS. Ilfrae
ls• ellie tkkok rabbet/
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can end "111," Woo Man
"A" and punsenre e=e
be vulc.anized like any other tire.
Tw• Hundred Thome/ pairs 4.11 is actual ass. Over 
so
SW* will
alamb0-1101fr_v _
twenty-five Thousand pairs old, hist year. KART =DUO& 11
. Rade in all Am. it is lively mad easy riding, very &amble end lined Man*
weirrspirctirrtilvia ty of ruhiter. which never becomes porous and which closes up anal
without allowing thc sir to escape. We have hundreds tit letters from satadied cum
that their tires have on !y been pumped Impose* or twice in a whole season. They weigh no sem
an crictioury tire, the pancturermustism qualities being gives by arms' layers of ibis,
prepared fabric on the tread. That "ffMding Deck" itensation comamonly felt when riding tea
et soft roads is overcome by the patent ' Basket Weave" treed which prevents all sir t
smieened out between the tire and the road thos overcoming all suctiou. The regular price or
tires is iiii 50 per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making • veckl f to the
of only scso per pair. All orders shipped same day letter Is received. We sbaciapaaZtriUcaon •
Too do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them stricity as twl.
We will allow • earth disowant of 5 per oast (thereby snaking (be price 114.1 per pair) If you
you. CASH WITH °atter: and enclose this advertisement. We will also seed one a
plated braes hand pump SSW ...o Sampson sew pueetert closers on full paid orders (them
puncture closers to he used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returated
at OUR expense if lot any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as sate., in • bank. Ask your Postmaster,
beaker. or Freight Agent or the Rditor of this paper about us. If you order • pair ei
ka, tires, you will fissi that they will ride easier. run faster.
 SSIMIlr better, last longer and loot(
than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you wilt be so well p;easçd
when you want a bicycle von will give us your order. We want you to send us • small trio
at once; hence this remarkable tire offer.
IMPASMINBRAKES, eveliri,tirtMgkr ian the bicycle line are sold by mi 
parts 
llet hi
sd 
:774"k at
%prices charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalue.
11113 Nor WAIT biyci. cbut t! a"paair of driest froyna anyone Do NOuTntrillPiyou r olirnow tteVY INc. ?"
,wonderful offers we are making. ltosly costs • postal to Warn everything. Write it NO;Y. i
111111'
$
.80  443-2
BEAD CYCLE COIIPANY, Dept. 0`11 L" CHICAGO. ILL).
GOOD MORNING
Did you swallow your slier: of dust last night' I have a full line all
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled.
etc., various grades and various p rice..
Help your neighbor keep down t ha dust. :LI
EdD.Hannan
Both Phones sot. t3a South P ourth S.., 325 Kentucky Aeenne-
Paducah Transfer Compan
anew Dorat•41.1
General Cartage Business
Superior Facilities for
Handling Freight, Machinery
and Household ',Goods.
P.O. Fitzpatrick
a°r: i ca en a tnonro.,,
Both Dada
, Supt
SHUN FAME
AND CASH
Holwell Got I OLD-TIME METHODS.
Sixteen Years "When I was a young feller I 'mostgen'rally wore out my overalls at the
knees an' my calluses was all on my
hands," remarked the old man to the(Continued From Icirst Page.) farm assistaut. "Now, I take notus,
when there's any patchin' to be done it's
on the seat of a man's britches an' thefor Ai: trial that Ise would assess a rest of the wear an' tear seems to come
line of about $to, as he was bound on his head. It's all labor-aavin' Wye's-
to sec that the management of the tions-contrapshuns to save a feller
talk did not violate the law which I trouble. Spose it's all rlient, but it ain't
he intended enforcing. He -expressed, the way I was rale el. Look at you,
himself as being determined that they
"What's the trouble with me, Uneleshall not run the place wide open.
The penalty for violation of the Dave?" as,ked Oho assistant.
Sabbath in this respect is a fine f "Well, you may be all right; I don'to 
say you ain't," said the old man. "On'yfrom $2 to $25. 
when you came to my son's huntin' a
job what did you do? You got out that
there diplomy you got from the state
agricultural college an' commenced
gassin' about centrifugal separators an"
electric stimplaUon of plant life an' nu•
tritive ratios an' perm sn gan ate o' potash
SUtli like. An' John, 'slid o' sizin'
you up to see whether you was stout
enough to do a good man's work an' nud-
ist' out whether you knew enough to
feed a cow 'thout founderin' it an' keep
sober when you went after the mail, asks
you if you can run a gasoline engine an'
what experience you've had with soil
analysis. Gosh! Then you got the job.
There ain't no farm hands any more.
There's engineers an' biologists an'
chemists an' electricians, but there ain't
no farmers."
"It's different, that's all," said the as-
sistant. "We get the crops just the
same, but we do it easier."
"That's the p'int I'm makin'," said
the old man. "You dolt easier. You set
en a self-harvester-binder-thresher-
sacker an' go through a field o' grain
'thout dots' a lick more'n pushba' a but-
ton or puffin' a lever, an' then you
think you're smart beanies you done it
easy. Look at you. I c'd wrestle you,
cellar 'n elbow, or any bolts you like
an' wipe the ground with you. as old as I
am. I could lick you with one hand Ued
behind me. I bet I can pitch two loode
of hay afore you could one-hut you'd
rig up a derrick an' a portable auto-
matic hay fork an' save time an' do It
easier. Time! Ain't you got all the time
there is? You git out an' saw wood in-
stead o' gettin' a steam engine to do it,
an' your back'll be the better for it.
Pump water for the Mock an' let the
wind do the work the Lord intended an'
you'll raise some muscle on your aria.
Pitch your own hay an' git a chest on
you; holler acrost a ten-acre field an' im-
prove your lungs, instid o' settin' (lows
to a telephone."
"You aren't against the use of ma-
chinery, are you, Uncle Dave?" asked
the assistant.
-No, I ain't seri) machinery. That's
all right up to a certain p'int, but the
pint is that you're main' ft into the
ground. Look at the advertisements inFletcher and Foreman for $212.33
claimed due for material furn;shed the "Peri- All of 'em to save trouble
Why waste time stroppin' • razor ? Whydefendants by plaintiff. 
trouble to cook' Use the self-actin' this
an' the already
-prepared that' an' theNotary Public. 
estermatio t'other. Doa't fool awe,Nellie Gockel yesterday filed her time chawla' your vitUes; eat the pro-commission as notary public with
the county clerk, and qualified to
discharge the duties of the office.
YALE GRADUATES TOLD HOW pounced if these -three did not appear
REALLY TO SUCCEED.
President Hadley Boldly Attacks
Ideals of Today in the Bacca-
laureate Address.
New Haven, Conn., June a6.--In
-
Woolsey hall yesterday morning
-Tresident Arthur T. Hadley of
;Yale delivered the baccalaureate ad-
deems rn the graduating classes of
-Va-le. Illtec chose RS his text Acts. )(sit
at, "Believed on the Lord Jesus
Christ 'and thou shalt be saved, and
thy house." President Hadley devoted
himself to the recent revelations re-
garding the carters of prominent
men.
The great hall was crowded with
members of the graduating classes in
-caps and gowns and with fathers and
mothers and sweethearts and old
"grads" who are here for commence-
ment.
America as Cluistian Nation.
"We say," said Presickat Hadley,
"that America is a Christian nation,
and I verily believe that there is more
of the spirit of Jesus of Nazareth in
She daily life and work of the Ameri-
can people than there is in any other
of the great nat'ona of the world. I
believe that whenever it comes to a
great crisis-political,' industrial or
moral
-there is enough of the spirit
of Christ in America to save US. But
th we have good ground for
we are very far short of having
und for complacent assurance.
We have only to look at the facts in
the world about us to see how far the
American people are from really be-
lieveinei in Jesus as the man they
wish to be like and in the things for
which Jesus stands as their ideals of
success.
Peril in False Ideals.
"There is danger, and very grave
-danger, that without knowing it you
will troll yourselves among the fol-
lowers and worshipers of Pontius
Pilate. The air is full of influences
which lead you in that direction with-
out your knowledge. In these . laist
months the community has been
shocked by the revelations of im-
moral methods in the conduct of busi-
ness and politics on the part of men
who had enjoyed the respect of the
community. We have asked our-
selves over and over again how it
was possible that such men, honor-
able, high-minded and self-respecting
to all outward appearance, shout
have accepted wrong customs without
protest. But if any of us will look
at his own present and prospective
temptations the answer is not far to
seek. The moment we choose as our
example of professional success the
man who has made a fortune or se-
cured an office or achieved a repute-
-.lion in the world we tend to put for-\
etnne and office aid reputation in the
, foreground and to regard the ques-
tion of how we use the fortune or1
 
office or reputation as an unimpor-
tant incident. When things once get
>Into this shape in our minds every
position of honor or power becomes
3 position of peril to the soul The
greater the crisis we are called upon
to face the greater the ruin that fol-
lows.
"As w look back on the pages of
history the men whose figures rise
Urge ard. inspiring are not those who
amassed fortunes or wpn battles or
conquered empires, but those who,
amid the ostility of the cities and
the indifference of the world about
them, have strongest stood for prin-
ciple. The battles and the fortunes
of a Masrlborough-nay, the very em-
pire of a Louis-pale before majestic
constancy of purpose of William of
Orange. In the great drama of slav-
ery and secession we drew our larg
est inspiration not from the brilliant
arguments of the generals from
the patient endurance o o grea:,
heavy-burned men on
unlike in all else bdt alike in tinielfish
devotion to principle As they under-
stood its-Lee and Lincoln.
"What man of you, when the
choice placed squarely .before him,
would not prefer the immortality of
;William to that of Louis or Marl-
-borough? Who would not choose to
bear the burdens of a Lie or a Lin-
coln rather than to enjoy the honors
of the most teccessful general or the
wtost brilliant orator? And who,
when he sees Christ standing before
(be 'judgment seat of Pilate, would
tot throw in his lot with the prisoner
who, deserted by his friendsand scarce
able to keep up his own courage for
the ordeal, stands out at that MOTISetSt
as the supreme revelation of God to
man, an example and an inspiration
for the faith that is to save the
world," 
-
Edwin Higgins, who has just
died in Washington, when 24 years
old became governor of S'.e 'Territory
eh. He was the y otingest man
ever held such an office and
known as the "Boy Governor ofh.II
Marvin. "I've b'en too busy huskin'
out my corn to take in temp'runee lee
:area."
"I was there," volunteered Washing-
ton Hancock, pausing in the scraping
of a carrot which he had taken from a
convenient basket. "It was a powerful
tine lecture, as Rufe says, but it wad
discouragin' to a man 'thout helpha'
him any. Reason don't feaze a feller
if liquor gets bolt on him. If it did
the rums.,:liers would have had to closri
up long ago. You've got to reform a
feller in one of two ways-religion or
main stren'th an' awk'ardness. Thai
was Dominic, Walker's theory an' be
had a right smart o' success. 'Member
,he dominie? Ile was the ullarndes:
two-fisted, rawboned six-foot-two al
grit an' ginger an' hoes sense I ever
seen wlapind up in black broadcloth.
"Well, old events' he was down to
Tarkio tradln' an' he seen Mose Brun-
smit reposin' in the alley back o' Grip-
pen's &loon, with the rain drippin'
down on him from the eaves of the
woodshed. Mose was jest about the
crnariest mis'able low-down no-ac-
count drunken loafer that ever stepped.
"Well, the dominie stood there in
the rain lookin' at him a while an'
Only he says: 'There's a mad some
where in that lump. Religion may
bring it out, an' main stren'tia an' awk-
wardness may do it. 'Sn.ilyer similibus
kewranter"-that's Greek for one nail
drives out another.'
"He had a little spring wagon he'd
drove to tbwn in an' he backs the wag-
on up in the alley an' heaves Mose in
an" drives off with him. When Mose
woke up he found himself lyin' on a
heap o' straw in the dondnie's barn
an he was some s'prised. After a
while he got up an' tried to open the
door to peek out. He didn't want to
no more'n peek out because he
wasn't dressed for comp'ny. All the
costume he had was a horse blanket
that was lyin' on the grain chest.
Well, the door was locked. He began
to holler, but nobody come. Then he
pounded on the door with the handle
of a hay fork an' suddenly the door
opened an' the dominie walked in.
"He didn't take no notice o' Mose-
lust barred the door inside and begun
to shake down hay for his o,l' hoes.
"'Where's my clo'es, an' what tile
mean by loafs' me up In your con-
named ol' barn?' says Mose.
"Domini(' Walker never said a word
an' Mose started for the door. lie
hadn't no more'n began to unbar 11
when the dominie caught him by the
neck an' threw him down on the straw
Ile started up fightin' mad an' the
dominie jest knoeked him down again
Didn't say nothin' only jest landed him
on the jaw an' down he went. Then
Mose begun to cry an' beg to be lel
out. The dominie didn't say flotilla.-
just finished feedin' his hoes an' went
Cut. After a while Mose got crazy
thirsty, an' yelled for water an' pound-
ed the door. Bark comes the derninie
with a jug an' a bowl of oatmeal- an'
puts 'em down on the grain chest an'
goes out. Mose took a long swig at
the jug an' then stopped an' tasted.
"'Blame me if it ain't half whisky!'
he says.
"It must have been clost to noon, as
be felt sorter holler. He took a spoon-
ful of the oatmeal, tasted it, an' thengoes on there won't be no use of hlrin', went to work an' cleaned eut the bowLan' we'll all gtt to be the orneriest, Hi- 'First time I ever et oatmeal an' while-Ilin'eet, shiftlessest set o' people on the ky, he says, smilin' happily; 'I'veface of the &init. That's my judgment struck it rich.'I may be mistaken an' it may heal' right "He rolled up in the blanket an' wentto take life easy, but that ain't my no- to sleep again. 'Bout supper time. In(ion of it. I don't feel natural with alot o' machinery sowin' an' cultivathe 
comes the dominie with a plate te,
ban' reapin' an' marketin' an' snortin' 
read an' meat, barred the door, 'tend-.
eel to his hose an' went out 'thout Ray-ne' Duffle' SW ezolodio' all over the in' a word, leavin' the grub behind.Piece. We 'meal meet to be too easy. After a while-Mose got up an' sampledThere Mal no satisfaction to me to do
anythire if it's too blame easy. I like ' 
it an' blame if both the bread an' meat
wasn't strong o' whisky.to go up against a hard proposition an' 
"beat it out. I don't want a machine dep- 
elongWell, that's the way It went right
stilted to do my fightin' for me an' set 
Never a word was said to him,
back in an easy chair an' watch it done 
an' everything he ate or draak was full
I'll use my head with the next men, but 
of whisky. He got mad when the
I want to use my hands, too, an' the rest 
dominie wouldn't speak to him an'
o' my body. By jinks, they've even got fought, but all he got by that was •
contraptions for makin' flabin' easy The whisky flavor tasted good
"I don't want to sit on a traction en• 
to him for a time, but pretty soon ho
gine to do my plowin'. I want to have got sort o' tired of It. Then he gotOIL
an' feel as ef I was a-rippinethe sod tip 
plum sick of it an' tinly the smell ofMy two fists aholt of the plo-w---h-in-d-les-
Myself. I want to straddle the clods 
It turned his stummuek an' he began
an' cuss at the horses an' dodge the 
te stop satin' altogether. Then the
detninle gave him plain food for a
as well as my 
,
while an' then tbe first thing he knew
head. I want to push the h 
stumps and in other ways work my body he'd be getting whisky again.
--theeone-aietoiheehter th• " 
as 
'S 
Mote for the hundsacks o' taters an' hoist 'em Into the redth time, 'quit Mir-jrvenile Improvement Association at • wagon. I'm a man an' not jest a swell. In' me that blame liquor. I'm cleanCh:cago a few days ago, Judge Lind- headed thinkin' machine--or I used to turned agin it. An' treat me like asey, of the juvenile court at Denver, I be." man an
. 
not like a dog. Bay anthill! I
the Nestor of the Movement, ave a I Its just a case of 'used to be' all don't care what it is, but say suthia!'g
HIS THEORY TESTED.
"Did you take in the temp'runcti lees
wire over to Wanehope Branch?" asked
the storekeeper of Marvin Parsons.
"Thu. tell me it was a powerful fine
lectur an' done a right smart o' good."
"It didn't do me no good," replied
•
Judge Lightfoot yesterday an-
nounced that tomorrow night he
would send Maple Smith, colored, and
Frank Waggoner, white, to the Lex-
ington, Ky., reform school in charge
of Lieut. Thomas Potter, who was
chosen by the judge to accompany
the lads to this institution.
Smith is the negro boy who stole
Dr. ill. L Bradley's horse from the
latter's stable on West Broadway
and was caught near Mlaxon's Mill
down in the county by Mr. Lee Wal-
ters.
Waggoner is the boy who stole a
pair of shoes from Michelson's
tstablishment on South Second street.
They could not be received until
now at the school on account of the
institution being crowded to its
capacity.
Surrendered Himself.
The young fellow Nsh, who killed
Sam Chambliss at Dawson Springs
ham week, has surrendered to 'the
s:H.3 ssd 1.ns.n tsloot 'o
sonville and placed in the county
jail. His father and Chambliss got
into a fight at Dawson over an ice
bill, when Young Nash rushed tip and
shot Chambliss to death with his re-
volver.
_ •
Rend Boys to School.
Petitions In Bankruptcy.
Thomas H. alcReyrsolds of Dycus-
burg. Ky has filed a petition in
bankruptcy here with Clerk John R.
Puryear of the branch federal court.
He gave liabilities of $t,800, and
assets of $2,o.
Wallace M. Wimberly of Mayfield
fled a petition also, giving $cos
liabilities, ed no assets.
elomm•mi•IMM.
Sued By Mill People.
In the circuit court yesterday
Langstaff-Orm filed a suit against
Property Sold.
Property in Whittemore's West End
sddition has been sold by E. W.
Rogers for $t and other considera-
tions. The deed was lodged for rec-
ord yesterday in the county clerk's
office.
Got .leib Koerner transferred to
Feeihronia II. Koerner for $1 land
ly.rig in the county.
W. H. Voor bought from J. E.
Williamson for Si,000 property on the
North side of Clay between Eleventh
snd Twelfth streets.
filuit For Commission.
Thomas C. Herndon and J. A.
Herring yesterday filed. 'tit is the
court of Justioe Charles Emery
against Robert Farmer and wife for
$67, claimed due from defendants as
commission for plaintiffs, who are
real estate dealers, negotiating a real-
ty ,deal. The defendants did not take
the property plaintiffs got for them,
bat agreed to pay plaintiffs their
regular commission, so the suit
charges.
KING'S CASH.
'Turned Down By Miss Jane Addams
and Judge Lindsey's Company
Will Get Along Without It.
Denver, Colo
organization o
tine 26.--Before the
digested health food that will save yous
stummick trouble. Don't use the legs
that you've been walkin' with; ride, ate
save the wear an' tear on 'em, or stay
St home an' press a button or writes
postcard an' have what you • wantbrought to you. We kin furnish you any.
thin' you've a mind to mention quickerin' cheaper an' easier than you kin do
It yourself by the old-fashioned meth-
ods.. Ain't that it? You bet it is.
"I tell you if this idee of havin' every-
thin' don* easy an' without trouble
nternattona
el ' around." said the assistant. 
-Chicagoe that he would refuse John D . Dail NewsRoc efeller's offer of $5,000,000 to
ftance it. The offer of the oil mag-
nate was made to Judge Lindsey, it
is said, through his secretary last
January, Judge Lindsey having made
the trip to New York ow Me.Illeeke-
Oiler's invitation.
Judge Lindsey and Miss Jane
Addams, of Hull House, met at the
hiennal meeting of the Federation of
Woman's Clubs at St. Paul, and there
Miss Addams told Judge Lindsey
that only on the condition
that Rockefeller's offer was turned
down would it be possible for herself
or other leading Workers along the
lites 'oof the proposed association to
attend the meeting,
Judge Lindsey gave the pledge and
the association was formed with the
hearty support of all juvenile
workers.
NO man believes ha the 'things he
wants his Wife to bell ye.
London to Rome Wires.
Tete-a-tete between Lendse andsome, 1,100 WU, ega the latestte I eph osee4val ggiger a gashas Inv 
*se for use: with the Mileglisme, whereby revertsOf London and Rome have aheadyheld disjointed conversation. Te
establish telephonic eommunication be. 'tween the two antes is said to be
'perfectly simple, provided the connect-ing wires are thick enough. It is
merely a question of money. In tel..phoning látg distances sections of wire
are used, ich are effective for Inter-
mediate po ts, but perhaps not sub.
stantial eno gh for the entire dis-tance. rallingi the !waggery gubsti-tution of ,thicker Wire. the &items-
tire is the use of the microphone,
which makes It possible to bear wordi
Anansmjtted over
The longest dist&
phening from
to Marseilles, 8
the thinner "Or*
nie for effeetfire tele
don is at pretend
milea d/'"ent.
"The dominie didn t answer him
then, but the next mornin' be came in
with a shirt an' hat as' shoes an'
overalls. 'Put them on, Moses,' he
says, 'an' risen you can come out with
me an' help me hill-up the corn. But
don't try to get away and don't hold
no converse wttb nobody, for as sum
as you do you go back on whisky diet
an' I'll break every bone In your body.'
"McBee went eut an' billed corn
along with the dominie. Then they put
up bay together, an' hoed potatoes an'
dug cellar an' worked along all through
that summer.
"Along in the fall the domisie
charged him, cured.
"An' then he turned around an' sued
the dominie for five months' wages, an'
the boys got together and gave him a
ride on a nice three-cornered fence
rail. fie never went to drinkin' again,
though."
"Cured him then??" said the Moro
keeper. "That was one way."
"yea-mein stiength an' awkward-
ness," Said ' Ha iitock. "The other
didn't take."‘--Chicago Daily (News.
1
S. P. FOOL. l L. 0. STEPHENSON.
PADUCAH, UNDERTAKING CO.,
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.
BOTH 'PHONES 
acia-aos S. THIRD ST.NO. Imo
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
1111111•111111111
WE ARE isto.s ossssava.....1 s s,.. IN WALLPA•PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN 0 FYERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TOOFFER YOU.
:13121=====::::
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at so cents per roll, we will se/1 for
15c per roll.
..Paper usually sold at ico WC will
sell for
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at sc.
We carry a large and ctimplete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
===ttittititniStititilitit=atitt=
C. C. Lee. 315 hay.
pee-eme+ 
 
 gishmieneilea8
J E. COULSON,
P LUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
4111,414E
INSURE
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Olio" 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—ResIdeisce 1696
 .don
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL EST 'If,- WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM I. SAESMONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WEVIERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE ZIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR
Ir.DO a zW, WEITITE810111M. Parleiggeh. arg,
Ab.ram L. Weil & Co
.
. FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. Residence Phone 7116
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternify—Building
cannot PHONE 484-a . RESIDENCE PHONE gag
Mattil, Efin
 er COan.•-^4..re •la-in ilia-tiers an
1 304 S. THIRD :REET;;
taL_
ers,
PADUCAH.Ant
•••
•
senator, by a
ensbject to other's. Senator Bailey
*raid:
"These corporation officials who
violate the few. who break every law
that congrese caacts, arc doing more
to create anarchists and socialists
than all the propaganda thet those
people can put Aro oprration from
now till docrmedoy."
THE REGIS FER
'AMES Z. WifjokIILLM, Prenident.
SOHN WILPIELM, Preeasurer.
ROBERT S. liaLHELhi. Secretary.
PUBLISHEL :"r THE
REGISTER rir,‘VSNAPER CO.
(Incorporated)
wht Register ttulIdIng, 5113 Broadway.
Entered ue the postoffIce of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year $5.10
ilia Months  2.50
Three Months 
 
z.25
One Week 
 
.zo
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Wednesday Morning, June 27, 1906.
Strong Language.
For plain and unmistakable lang-
uage we conentend the utterances of
Senator Bailey of Texas, made to
several corporntion officials who took
a sea:. at a table at which Mr. Bailey
was seated while at dinner at the
Waldorf-Astorie a few days ago.
Scalawag a Andrhyprocrites frequently
complain of strong language being
used, but in dealing with some sub-
jects and some individuals It' is neces-
sary to we strong language to do
justice to the cast.
The Standard Olt follows, after be-
ing intrioiduced to Senator Bailey,
sat down at the table, and began to
criticise affairs at Washington.
They complained bitterly at the dis-
position evident im Washington to
maim things unpleasant for them,
and sharply atuacked the railway rate
bill ,and tete senate amendments.
Presently Mr. Bailey, who had been
listening patiently, struck into the
conversation in an emPhatic an
menacing tone.
"You gentlemen who run these
1 corporations," said bei "must obey
b. the law. If you had obeyed it in
it first place you woukli not have air;
irk nekv legislation to eorriplain of. All
ingneur properties are' held byi virtise
stalf the popubr respect for law, and
ouat you ane the very men who are
urpeng most by your acts to break
°town 'his respect for taw.
as_very time congress parsses a law
're' violate it. You have violated
law Niffir dIses given you. We
you theainactstote commerce
Alated that. Wie gave
Shelkanue eiattrust law; you
1 that.. Then we gave you the
law. asaleyou violated that.
give you It new one. If
te that we will give you
t will hare iron teeth."
ensued after this declare-
gay
tact;
you
vio!
Elkins
Now
you viol
another
A pauses
don of •Ssurator Bailey's After
while one of the corporation officials
present kd:
"What de yeer mean,
law with irou teeth?"
"I mean a law that will send every
one of you to the penitentiary," an
swelled Senator Bailey.
After this very kittlie was Jid, by
the oslitra present abseit the unfair-
ness of congress' attitude toward
corporations. The conversation
however, ea-Mated along the same
subject for a while, anki presently
Mr. Bailey said: •
"The ownership,* competing cur-
ration by "itshatiOnve hand i can-
not go (O. This4tonsylvaniti Rail-
road combination • is ne that will
aree te hodeen ere and will he.
Afterward, in weskit% of the same The consecraled cross is always in-
visible.
Holy character is the only reliable
heavenly credential.
The lazy man always has the worst
form of heart disease.
The rich man is willing that
money should be called tainted
cnly ie will be the scapegoat for
sins.
If the good sisters put half as much
A St Louis amp= derided agairest in the offering as they carrveo
Competition in Lighting.
In discussing nhe evils of monopoly
and the benefits of competition in
lighting plants, the Louisville Post
here this, to say:
"It pleases corporations in search
of or enjoying a monopoly to decry
the advantages to' the public of cone
pietislon in the eervicer of the public,
and yet n.otbing is clearer than phut
where competition is possible it is a
most efficient regulator of rates.
"MHz eeneeralt council has. heard
marls recently of the benefits to this
community of giving a monopoly in
electric lighting and poiv;er to the
Louisville lighting Company, yet tihe
history of that company its progeni-
tor, the Gas Company, refutes all
that is claimed: in its behalf.
"To secure a monopoly in elec-
tric lighting the Louise-01e Company
paid to the Citizens Company twice
the value of its property and privi-
leges to get it out of the field. That
purchase tells the value the eatab-
lishod company puts on its monop-
Oa%
"Further testimony comes from the
same source in the proposition to
reduce rates in ender to gave to the
general council some defense, should
it refuse to pass the Atherton-Jones
ordinance. The mere threat of com-
petition brought about a reduction in
price; actual competition would work
in the S aline direction.
"It is only a few years since the
gas company, in order eks strengthen
its claim to monopoly in lighting gas
reduced the price from $1.20 to $1
as compensation to the city for shut-
ting the heating company out of the
lighting field.
"In the railroad field the same
Foxy is told. The Louisville &
Nashville excuses its lower rates into
Cincinnati than into Louisville under
the plea that competition with the
Cincinnati Southern fixes the lower
rate.
"Competition always fixes a lower
rate. That is why the general coun-
cil should pass the Atbertnn-Jones
ordinance, and, if possible. Secure
competition in the lighting field. We
need lower rates and better service.
When we can get it by competition,
let us have creupatitica. When com-
petition is staleraby innumerable de-
vices let us hareetefrald and intelligent
regulation. Here and now co rrupi ti -
tion is poesitie rat tibe board of alder-
men will reireirMeits obligations to
the people who buy and pay for light
and power."
MARY.
"Mary had a little lamb,
And when she saw it sicken
She shipped it off to Packingtown
And now it's labeled "chicken."
—1Iopkinsville New Era.
Mary had a little dog.
She named him "Uncle Sam;"
It died one day
While out at play,
And now he's deviled ham.
_
Mary had a rubber doll
Most sadly overirursed;
She sent it down
To Packingtown,—
And now its labeled "wurst."
(To be confirmed by others)
—Henderson Journal.
Mary had a little black cat
Afflicted with the mange;
One day he was shot,
Flung into the pot
And appeared. as "choice
Next!
Melange"
RAM'S HORN WRINKLES.
a plumbing firm in a suit' fOr Material
sold to a ctistomer. The defense al-
leged that the firm was a member of
the plumbing trust and doing hal-
nese in violation of the anti-trust law.
The come rustaised the point made
by the !defense, and thereby pliaced
the trust on the same footing as
gamislerse-operating in violation of
the law.
If
_coal
grivrrnñenft ownerehip of the
mines is necessary to protect
the public from extortion, way is not
*municipal owneralap of water and
light ;dents also good for the public?
Every progressive city, in the coun-
try owne its water and light plants.
It clmik five 'mots manufacture
too pounds of ice yet it sells from
30 cents to 6o cents per hundred.
Stieh is the beauty of having an ice
Ernst.
It would never do for the trouble
hunter to go to heaven; he would die
f.1 d;sappointment.
A good many men would get into
heaven if they could use their grave-
stones as tickets at the gate.
Perhaps you can tell more about a
man's piecy by his private prayers
than by his public practice. . •
his
if
his
heads the church would on cease to
be a beggar.
No man has any right to take into
his life any more than he can proper-
ly administer and account for as
God's steward.
There is better evidence of over-
oiling providence in prevention and
preservation than in the most dra-
matic and singular extrication from
danger.
The devil enjoys the hard names
•ive call him, if we will only let him
ao right on with his business.
The world will not be paved by
arguments about God in heaven with-
out the evidence of a God in the
heart.
The deceits of the devil would be
mime enduring if his fleshly desires
weie sot so much stroqger than his
discretion. •
It never seems to occur to some
men that there's anything queer about
Pt caching igainet graft on Sunday
and asking for a preacher's discount
on Monty.
Horse and
Buggy Taken
DR. PITCHER REPORTED LOSS
OF HIS OUTFIT TO
POLICE.
Robbers Broke Into Lee Hite's Place
On South Tenth and Stole Two
Bottles of Whisky.
DT. Y. H. Pitcher, secretary of the
school board, reported to the police
last evening that someone had stolen
his horse and buggy which he left
standing on Broadway.
Wheel RecoverteL
. There is a bicycle att police head-
quarters awaiting the owner, it hav-
ing been found sitting atethe Lang-
staff-Orm milling establishment yard
on South Second street. It was
thought to be the stolen bike of Dr.
Horace Rivers, but yesterday the
physician said it was not his miss-
ing wheel.
— -
Charged With Cursing.
Will Tucker, was arrested yester-
day by Officers Johnson and Rogers
on the charge of going to the house
of Henry Stevens and cursing the
latter and uSing profane language in
the presence of many people.
Saloon Burglarized.
Yesterday morning Before Day-
light robbers broke into the Lee
Hite saloon at Tenth and Husbands
streets and procured two quarts of
whiskey, but nothing else. The thief
broke through the transom over the
door and effected an entrance.
Ed Pullen, colored, resides next
door and heard the racket, but
thought it was someone connected
with the establishment.
Prowlers Around.
Yesterday morning it was discov-
ered that the night before prowlers
cut the soreen of a window in trying
to get in the Deboe home at Sev-
enth and Jefferson streets. The
thieves must have been scared away
in some manner, as they did not
effect an entrance.
TREATMENT OP HORSES
EXISTENCE OF HUMANE SO-
CIETY ACTS AS INTIMI-
DATION.
Special Officer Sanders Has Melly
Horses Stabled in Order to Get'
Well or Be Better Fed_
Although he has not been getting
out any warrants against different
people charging them with beater
cruel to animals, Mr. Thomas San-
ders, the special investigating officer
of the humane society, is doing much
good towards alleviating the treat-
ment accorded these unfortunate
brutes. A day or two ago down on
the market square he ran across t
poor, skinny horse that looked ,o
him like it was net being properly
looked after. Raising the saddle the
efficer found large sores underneath
where the harneks had been con-
s:antly rubbing. He ordered the
man to take the hor-e home, the
owner not being permitted to even
hitch the brute back to the harness.
The owner is now wariting another
animal until the alflictsd one gets
Mr. Sanders finds the greatest ill
treatment prevails among the ex-
press men and wagon drivers owning
their horses. He says, it looks like
they work a }mane to death .before
twine it rest medicil attention.
He has a number of names; on his
list, showing those who haie been
ordered to treat their animals better.
As yet he has the first case to run
across where they violate his orders,
therefore there is no necessity for
warrants. He is being a little leni-
ent because the humane society is a
IleW thing here and he wants to give
:di time to be educated up to the
requirements of the organization.
ilie-sogisty--wate
there is not noticed so much, merci-
less beating and whipping of horses
on the streets, all drivers seeming
to realize what they will get if
caught at th.s cruel act.
RACKET STORE
4.4-4.4elelearneenee aelea+1.1.4÷e-lealleae• letel.+444-1-1.4.4.4aleieloa'aieleHea'aaei
WE HAVE GOOD CAUSE TO BE ENTHUSIASTIC ON
THE UMBRELLA QUESTION. YOU WILL BE EQUAL.1,Y EN-
THUSIASTIC WHEN YOU SEE THE GOODS.
HERE'S THE STORY:
A "CLEAN-UP" LOT FROM THE LARGEST MANUFACTUR-
ERS IN THE BUSINESS ENABLES US TO OFFER A GREAT UM-
BRELLA BARGAIN.
FIVE DOLLAR FANCY UMBRELLAS AT ta.48 SHOULD IN-
TEREST THOSE WHO CARE TO OWN A HIGH CLASS UM-
BRELLA AT HALF PRICE.
THE LOT IS FANCY. THEY COME RED, BLUE% BLACK,
GREEN AND BROWN WITH ALL OVER EMBROIDERED SILK
DOTS.
ARE YOU INTERESTED? WE'D BE GLAD TO SHOW YOU.,
Bordered Umbrellas '
 •
ALL THE COLORS IN BOR DERED UMBRELLAS AT $1.35
AND $1.98. IT'S A NEW LOT AND A GOOD LOT.
Uzar Umbrellas
THIS IS A MAGNIFICENT CLOTH—GUARANTEED WEAR—
BLACK ONLY. LADIES' SIZE "UZAR" WITH PRINCESS HAN-
DLES AT $2.50.
MEN'S SIZE WITH OPERA HANDLES, t2
-75-
Uzit
THIS UBMBRELLA IS OUR OWN BRAND. HAVE HAD IT
BUILT FOR THE BEST ONE EVER OFFERED AT THE PRICE,
UZIT—IT WILL PLEASE YOU.
LADIES' SIZE "UZIT" PRINCESS HANDLES, boo.
MEN'S SIZE, OPERA HANDLES, $3.50.
Cheaper Umbrellas
FOR LADIES' 39C, 5oC, 99C AND ii.50.
FOR CHILDREN, 31 AND 34 INCH AT 39C, soC AND 75C.
FOR MEN, 5oCt $1.00 Si.5o AND S1.90.
MEN'S SELF OPENING UMB RELLAS. tx-00.
MEN'S FIN& FAST BLACK SATTEEN UMBRELLAS, ti.c.o.
WIRELESS UMBRELLAS, $1.00 AND $3.50.
Mourning Umbrellas
LADIES' PIECE DYED TAFFETA SILK MOURNING UM-
BRELLAS AT 99C AND $1.50.
LADIES' "UZIT" MOURNING UMBRELLAS, Sa.00.
LADIES' "UZAR" MOURNING UMBRELLAS, $2.65.
e..++-1—:-÷++++++++++++++11—:•+•+
PURCULL &THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY
VENEZUELA WILL NOT BE REP- PROSECUTION OF PENNSYLVANIA
RESENTED AT RIO CONEERENCE RAILROAD AND STANDARD OIL
New York, June 26.—The Tribune
today says: Advices from -Caracas
say that Venezuela will not be repre-
sented at the Pan-American congress
at Rio. The reason given, semi-of-
ficially, is that Gen. Cipriani, Castro,
whose "resignation" from the presi-
dency has been accepted and who will
return to his offce on Jul> 5. fears
that the United States seeks to use
'he congress for the purpose of gain-
ing control over the South American
republics.
Instrument of Unieed States.
One of the Castro le wspapers
says: "Venezuela will sot ake part
in the Pan-American congress at Rio
because there is no dispesitiou .on
her part to serve as the instrument
oi the United States is th! latter's
tiniser designs against the weak re-
publics of South America."
The present attitude of :he Vene-
zuelan government toward .he Pan-
American congress recalls the action
of President Castro when the con-
gress convened at Mexico City a few
years age. It was at the time that
Colombia and Venezuela were in-
volved in controversies which threat-
ened to precipitate a war betweem the
two countries.
D-- -•- Meddle.
Gen. Racfcl Ryes, new president of
the Colombia, was one of the dele-
gates from his country to Mexico
City and Venezuela was also repre-
sented. The congress called to
President Castro the suggestion that
these differences be submitted to
arbitration. Castro replied: "Please
don't meddle in our affairs." He also
withdrew Venezuela's delegates from
the congress.
is ac ion cause'ours
Blanco, minister of foreign affairs, to
resign. It is said that Venezuela's
reel reason for not taking part at Rio
is Castro's failure to have gratified
he desire that the congress meet this
year at caracas.REPAIR
Contractor Terrell
Fixing the
STREETS.
Put Men teWork
Bad Places.
Yesterday morning Contractor Ed
Terrell started his men to work re-
pairing the bad places in the brick
streets on Fifth. Fourth, Third and
Second streets. There are a num-
ber of points where the 'brick have
sunk several inches, while numerotte
ones are broken and in bad condi-
tion, and at all these places good
brick are being put down and addi-
tional concrete. underneath to fill
the hale. Mir. Terrell built these
streets during 1903, 'and by ‘his con-
teact he is to keep them ift good
repair for five years, from time of
the completion.
New York, June 36.—The Times in
a special dispatch from Philadelphia
today says: Philadelphia is to be the
scene of the first great prosecutions
I to be brought by the government.against the Pennsylvania railroad and
'the Standard chi Company. Arrange-
I tnents for the prosectvions will be
completed this week in New York at
a conference between Alex. Simpson,
'Jr. of that city and Chas. E. Hughes.
The chief question under considera-
tion a the advisability of individee!
prosecutions against A. J. Cassatt,
president of the Pennsylvania rail-
road. This was plainly indicate I to-
day by a lawyer who has bcen inti-
mately associated with the Interstate
Commerce Commission hearing.
Best Way.
By both the commissioners andsthe
special counsel appointed by the at-
torney-general to follow the testi-
mony and prepare for the prosecution
it is believed that more good crn be
accomplished by centering prOsecu-
tion on Mr. Cilllati than by scatter-
ing energy over the prosecutions of
the presidents of all the railroadsi
conoernedleven of which are direct-
ly controlled by the Perbsylvania.
I District Attorney Thompson has
been advised by the attorney-general
ti prepare for the prosecutions.
Pennsylvania railroad lawyers are
working night and day making plans
for defense.
The charge to be made by the
eovernment will be conspiracy.
Imorisorunent.
The charge, if proved, will carry a
penalty of imprisonment.
Mr. Simpson before leaving Phila-
The Coldest Illpots.
"Pa, I know where the coldest
rlaces are!" exclaimed Mary eagerly
on her return from school.
"Where?" asked the father of his
six-yeereild daughter.
"feeeniand, Ireland. and Zero," an-
swered Mary triuntphantly.—Ex.
Dr. Mary K. Benedict of the cle•
partment'of pedagogy at the Missouri
state normal school at Warrensburg
lias accepted the presidents, of a new
woman's college at Amherst, Va. The
institution was establielied by a Vir-
ginia woman, Miss 4ertediat, its first
president, will be paid $3,000 a year.
stant communication with President
RooseveR and, the attorney-general,
and that the great mass of testimony
brought out at the recent hearings is
by no means all that the prosecution
will have to depend apon. Since the
'hearings have closed she has got, 4
ilarge amount of valuable information
from private sources.
It is said on authority of one who
has been closely connected with the
investigation of the coal-carrying
roads by the Interstate Commerce
commission, that the. comthission in
its report will advocate ownerphip of
anthracite fields.
John. G. A. Leishman, who has just
been appointed first American Am-
DC 1_16HIED
They fit right—They feel right.
Eye Glasses
Niclde frames $1.00
Gold filled $150
Solid Gold $5.00
Eyes Tested Free by Gradu-
ate Optician.
J. L. WOLFF,
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
337 Broadway.
The bast Week
Auction
Sales
Daily
3:30 AND 7:30 P. M.
BARGAINS FOR EVERBODY.
WE WANT THE CASK
Warren & Warren
JEWELERS.
403 Broadway.
Have
Moved
to
11
Broadway
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We handie all the finest and daint-
est articles with the utmost cars,
and make repairs that are absolutely
satifactory.
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
311 Broadway..
PHONE 723-5.
EXCURSION RATES
IN THE RIVER
,
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND.
RETURN, continous passage $4.00:jUnlimited ticket $5.00 meals End
i
tserth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, pert",
of five or over See) each, without
n-eals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Fee
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent,
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pam,
Akent. Phone 23.
aassasior to Turkey, when a boy in
Pittsburg was placed ill 'a troteitkirt • PABS'T BLUE RIBBON
orphan asylum by hie widowed
mother. Later he won a place iti9ne
of the big steel mills. He attended ol4 at
night school, made the Most a his Qtr. Batt
BOTTLE BEER
,Most oratory is stronger of ling opoprtunities and now is many °mei, r•pahat Hoes* Bar,than of logic. • In steel millionaire.I 'IL. 'A. Lagoneereisa.
ROLLING THE '1E00 MOVED
BAD PLACES 10 HIS
 
CELL
RAIN CAUSED THE EXCA- ELLIS WILL NOT BE GIVEN A
VAT= THOROUGHFARE TO CHANCE TO MAKE
SETTLE GREATLY. ESCAPE.
The Bitulithic People Expect to Be'
gin Spreading Concrete and
Crushed Rock Foundation.
The contractors expect to today
or tomorrow to commence spreading
the concrete and crushed stone on
Kentucky avenue, hitgiuulag at
rourth street, and working outward.
They had anticipated starting this
iOnntlatiOn work the first of this week_ 
hut the incessant fill caused
many places in the tor itItharough-
fare to settle many inclies.i Now new
dirt is being thrown into Ai. exca-
vation where the sinks ocourred and
the street roller is being used to roll
it down smooth. The roller has al-
ready been used upon all the thor-
oughfare, but the bad points men-
tioned will have to be gone over
again. The big opucre.bEinixing ma-
chine is stationed dnwn an the tom -
up highway ready se, while the
crushed stone rnaberial is
all there ready ó mixed led
spread. The con stone foirm
a foundation for ulithic.
The concrete cprjp tap* igistter has
been finished several blocks on the
avenue, and ttert.j.a nothing to Pre-
vent the bitedithiu part of the con-
tract from going ahead. When
once started i,,gx
 pushed rapidly,
as the contracit hlve-it tante force
of laborers enga
ged421.
 for that purpose.
, 
*
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BY CLOSE SHAVE VINCENNES
DEFEAT:411 THE PADUCAH
"Alf 7.110YS.
• •si.0
Cairo Defeated by the Tailenders
and Danville Defeats Jackson-
ville.
• How They Stand.
W. L.
Vincennes 
 2t
Cairo 4  31 22
Jacksonville 
 26 25 .510
Blanivi/le 
 26 37 .491'
Paducah 
 24 29 453Mattoon 
 •19 32 .373
e.me.atowal
Yeatirday's Results.
Vincennes, 3; Ptchscsb. 2.
Mattoon, 7; Cairo. 4.
DativiNe, 3; Jacksonville, 2
Pe:
-588
585
Schedule for Today.
ited9calt at Vincennes.
Cairo at Man.
Danville at Jacksonville.
• 4
Vincennes. Ind., Moe 26.—Errors
by 'Phancali at crillifhl dens lost
them the game. Not an earned rrm
on either side. It was a pitcher.-
battle. Vincemses dapple the lino
\ Mt of the gatno Wax. seventh in-
) ning vArti the score tied,. a to 2.
In the ninth, with the bases full
mid 2 out. Chenatiles Texas leaguer
to left field brought in the winning
rim. 
.
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onatteritn—Whitley and Matteson:
Tadirsck and* 1 >envoi ng
Tailen1Itiii1 Botaa Cairo.
'Mattoon, I I June 26.-1 _nerd 4
pulkol Cairo down *if the top rune
today:
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Batterien---i1)ave4.1 and Langdon:
Wagner and Searles. 41,1
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day's Formi;.
Judge Sanders Yesterday Fined Louis
Ronda, colored, $50 for Selling
Liquor Without a City
License.
Yesterday the doctors found that
Nelson Ellis, colored, was able to be
moved from the city hospital 'to coun-
ty jail, and he was accordingly trans-
ferred, as the authorities do not wish
to take any chances with him getting
away, being such a desperate char-
acter. A warrant was issued against
him yesterday charging him with ma-
licious shooting with intent to kill
Patrolman Aaron Hurley, L. Whsh-
ton, the other zici
 
was warranted
for carrying co d weapons, and
in the polioe court yesterday morn-
ing Judge Sanders beard part of the
evidence and then left the matter
over until toda3i. The judge will set
the day for Ell* 4101111' as soon as he
can leave his cell to attend court.
An additional warrant was yesterday
issued against Washington charging
him with resisting the officers when
*ay arrested him.
Other Cases.
The following breach of the peace
charges were before the court yester-
day: John Smith, continued until to-
do-; W311 rhildress, fined $20 and
costs; Gladdy Scott, continued until
Saturday; Addue Naylor, Lillie Starr
and George Stone continued until to-
day; Will Strickland, fined $1; Hettie
Parks, fined $5.
Annie Toliver was fined $3 for us-
ing insulting language on the streets.
The grand larceny charge accusing
‘Vill Jefferson of stealing a set of
harness from a man named Tucker,
was continued until toda
Louis Ronda was fin and
costs on the charge.° whis-
key without a license, Ifis`x is the
negro who several Stet s leo was
found walking the street; with mint,
sugar, a little glass and whiskey?
about him, serving mint juleps to all
paying the price. nrietir ice .4 plenty
asw introduced. T/14' ileid States
marshal has requested the city offic-
ials to hold Ronda aiter the latter
served titia fine, as the federal au-
thorities will take hold of him on the
charge of selling without a United
States? license. '
Yesterday afternoon the judge took
rip the warrant charging Virgil Hol-
comb and Robbie Renp*. with
stealing between $7tio and'll from
the office of the **• SW, Kaatucky.
The prosecution reside* that the
charge be dismissed ricd 'accused
liberated on account of there being
no proof to show they were the
guilty parties The judge accordingly
dismissed the young men
DISCOURSE OF
PATRIOTISM
SPECIAL FRIDAY EVENING
SERVICE BY DAVEN-
PORT.
Mrs. Mary Balch Will Lecture Nast
Sunday Afternoon for the W. C.
T. U.—Missionary Society.
Rev. Davenpoit will Friday eras-
ing at the Methodist tent on South
Fifth street have a special service,
carried along the line of some of his
greatest and successful meetings.
The entire public is cordially M-
ilted out to hear him, it being a
patriotic revival discourse, with
subject of "The Union of The Bliss
and The Grey."
The chlidren's choir and the ex-
collent music continue most attrac-
tive features of these revivals. There
are about fifty little ones in the
hne singing.
Last evening there were a number
ef conversions, and eight additions
to the church following his sermon
on "Lost Opportunity." Yesterday
morning his theme was "The Crown-
ing of the Faithful."
RHE
Danville • 
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Jarlowtroville 
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•Batteries--.Ames and Still' Chriosr t-
wan and Shaw.
CITIES ARE TURNED DOWN
'Mnricon Ind Aralkenon will not lie-
, triwnhers of the Kitty leaglie.
ast,orirenideont Goserell Siturdiay evening
eashing theto.thtt the members of the
league had voted against increasing
70..zit to au eight-clah league. • Cairo
aril Vincent's* were _ongoing*. 4nonras-
. jrar the 9ize of the ,league ands Dan-
4,1V t and JaclesoinglifeWitette wiliing to
do an President Gosti4I .thonght
hest. To add. AtirlettiriB 'and
would tisse made tato lois ts mileage
and it Ito doisbtfid.if the attendahte
is thous titie4 wouldf 'have
greaser (tun it is 'here we neither flea
misch sa a handball city. The
Baty; is getting along nioefly alltaitt 14-
et igre sent and the slicogpifikao !Intl Broadway Methodist church, mole:
well enough akin, is itatiekg1917 tn.othe auspices of the local W. C. T.fana.--Vineennen Ipsil,ACelptel. V. 
A. ..
LOWER TRACK
OF CAR LINE
RESIDENTS ALONG WEST JEF-
FERSON STRONGLY PRO.
TEST.
Claim That Heighth of Tracks Above
Street Grade Ranges From
Eighteen to Twenty-Five Inches.
Yesterday the citizens and prop-
erty owners of West Jefferson street
lodged with Mayor Yeiser a ptition,
urging that the street railway com-
pany be compelled to lower their
tracks, which are many inches higher
•thantlis--gr-ade -of -the- public thor-
ough-fare for many blocks. The
mayor thinks this should be done,
snd will lay the docutnent before the
council and aldermen when they
meet next week.
The street car company has built
its road bed in center of Jefferson
street from Fountain avenue out to
the city limits many • inches .higher
than the street grade. The steel rails
were then put on top of the bed of
gravel and this brings the track up
much higher than the street. The
petitioners of yesterday say that in
some places it is only eighteen inches
Itigher than the thoroughfare, and itianges from this on up until the rails
are more than two feet higher. This
causes a regular "hump" in the
middle of the thoroughfare and at
scme points the little hill of roadbed
and tracks is so steep and high that
vehicles can hardly drive over it.
The petition was signed by all but
cne or two residents and property
owners out that way, and the mayor
cspects the city legislators to orderthat the roadbed and tracks be cutdown so they will be level with the
street grade. The law requires all
concerns using the thoroughfares tolay their tails even with the street.
Mrs. Balch to Lecture.
There will be a regular meeting
of the W. C. T. U. tomorrow after-
noon at four o'clock, in the lecture
room of the First Baptist church,
conducted by Mrs. Pearl Norval,
superintendent of mothers' meetings.
The following subjects have been
selecte'd for presentation: "A Plea
for the Education' of the Hand,"
"Are Children As Stupid As They
Look?" Mother and Daughter;" "A
Personal Equation."
Next Sunday afternoon at three
o'clock, Mtg. Mary E. Balch, state`
corresponding sectsrtery of the
Woman's. • Christian A Temperance
Union, will -deliver an ddress at the
CONFINED WITH
APPENDICITIS
KR. ED P. NOBLE DANGEROUS-
LY ILL WITH THIS
AILMENT.
Mr. Charles Hinkle Down From
New York Visiting Wife Who
Is In Infirmary.
Mk. Ed P. Noble, the hankor, is
oonlined with a severe attack Of ap-
pendicitis at the residence of Mr. puppe,r-Theatre Party.14 1
. A tolly. crowd, of young girls en-
tertained a number of boy friends
last evening with a supper at Wallaoe
park, while afterwards the casino
pity was attended.
I Mrs. Jettie Hobson chaperonedthe the young lady hostesses being:Misses Garnett Rucker, Henri Al-
cott, libnaebud and Lily Hobson, El-
sie Hodge, Jean Morris., Hekn Hills
Dorothy Langstaff, Ancita Keiter,
Connie Griffith, and Alma Higgins, of
St. Donis.
CHILD'S An
SKIN HUMOR
Screamed with Pain — Suffering
Nearly Broke Parent's Heart—
Twelve Years of Misery—Doctor
Called Case Incurable— Hel"edfrom First, and
SPEEDILY CURED BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES
"I wish to inform you that your
wonderful Cuticura has put a stop to
twelve years of misery I pasaed with
my son. As an in-
fant I notieed on
tistRydra-t-t-4-6piit
and treated same
with diff eren trem-
edies for about five
years, but when
the spot began to
lardgererthIe put
II olf doctors. 
 
Under 
care
their treatment the disease spread tofour different parts of his body. Thelonger the doctors treated him the worseIt grew. During the day it would getrough and form like scales. At night it
would be cracked, inflamed, and badly
swollen, with terrible burning and itch-ing. When I think of his suffering, it
nearly breaks my heart. His screams
could be hoard down stairs. The suf-fering of my son made me full of misery.I had. no ambition to work, to eat, nor
could I sleep.
"One doctor told me thatmy son's
eczema was incurable and gave it upfor a bad job. One evening I saw an
article in the paper about the wonderful
Cuticura and decided to give it a trial.
"I tell you that Cuticura Ointment
Is worth its weight in gold; and when I
had used the first box of Ointment there
was a great improvement, and by the
time I had used the second set of Cull-
curs Soap, Oin tmen t , and Resolvent my
child was cured. He is now twelve
years old, and his skin is as fine' and
smooth as silk. (signed) Michael Stein-
man, 7 Sumner Avenue, Brooklyn,
N. Y. April 16, 1905."
Clowpi:to lIztoraal awl lagoolool Troalsowet tor everyThwoor, boos flotetto Ilevotals, tram Infamy to A(e,twoolotleg al Oigiowno=o.. 01.1.111•4•
,SIN:.•.Verangt.
 • tingle wean= eons.ream Drag a CheasSol:ip.., -IPTago.. Boom,tilellidlog Too.," Bow lo Curo liwoon at Millwood.'
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Murray Cabefl, Will Candi, 1)r %VIII
Owen.
Marries Shortly.
Word has been received here that
*ally Miss Grace Reeves and MT.
Eugene Wraybirrn Baker of Mem-
phis. Tenn. married. The
bride was formerly stenographer in
The Pahner hotel rotunda, and has
misny Paducah friends,
Saunders F ow kr near Wallace pa
His was stricken Monday and is in
a serious condition, but the plirs.ic-
ians do not deem inadvisable to
<operate on him. Mr. Notsle lives 1st
the home of Mr. Fowler, waiting for
his own residence. across the road,
to be finished. His physicians, Dr.
I). G. Merrill, last night telegraphed
to St. Louis for a trained nurse in
order On relieve thy ftrniy. The
neirsciAnNtrz this afternoon.
Wife In Infirmary.
Mr. Charles Hinkle, the shirt{hrurrnorner, arrived in the city yester-
day to visit his little son at the home
of the later's grandsneyots. Captiii
and M. George 0. Hart. Mr.
Hinkle has been in New York for
The past six or seven nxintha, travel-
ing out of there for his firm whe.c.
Mrs. Hinkle ts sliii in the infirmary
at Louisville where she ,has been for
same nwitroths. Nhr. Hinkle had been
*lo this Falls City visiting her. and
run down here for a few days.
Boy kicked In Face,
Walter Blind:rem of the South Side.
was stopping down beside the horse
attached to 'his wood wagon yester-
day, when the beast kicked him on
the chin, creating a had wound and
rendering him unconscious for a
while.
Stomach Trouble.
Preskient Samuel Hughes of the
City National bania. is confined with
stomach trouble at his 'home on
Broadway
 
near Sixth atrect_ 
EVENING AFFAIRS.
Party of Young Ladies Entertained
Their Gentlemen Friends.
A delightful theatre* party vets
given lase evening to many friends
by Mils Mlle Cabell, complimentary
to her guest, Mies Juliet Ruggles. of
Itiilwankine, Wis., and also Misses
Eunice De Bard of McMinnville,
Tenn., and Hikik Hunt of Bakimore,
who are visiting Miss Mary Scott of
Eighth and Madison streets.
,Afeer attending the play at The
Casino Itinchiocerr was partaken of at
Ifftwkin's buffet. Those in the party
were:
lifissee Juliet 'Ruggles, rsf Milwau-
kee; Hit liksrit. of Baltimore; Eu-
nice De B dt of McMinnville; Mhry
Scott. Lillie tie McGkhery, Robbie
Lehy+foro Noughts, Blanche
Mlabel riNichols, Frances
Hierndlon, Allie ; Messrs. Ben
Mlatetoiso, George Morrill, of N
York; Bert Smith !one Wort
Grower Jackson* FTr k Davis,
mit?, Dd ciytt Fred Wdn
Missionary Society.
The foreign Missionary Society of
the Broadway Methodist church,
will meet this afternoon at 4
 
o'clock
at the church.
Our Pure Fruit
LEMON. ORANGE, CHERRY
Phosphates
ARE GOOD OUR
Ice Cream
WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-
BERRY, PEACH. PINEAPPT.E or
CHERRY. IS BETTER.
• HAYES
- SEVENTH AND-
IsS..
Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes
Cyclone' Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1,000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Weil & Co.,
Campbell Buil& g. Both Phones 369
i DO NOT BE HASTY
I to 3o0 horse power. Best, cheap-
est and most economical.
Special attention to electric light-
ing plan*.
HARRY E. WALLACE,
Paducah, Ky.
In making a selection for a commencement gift or a wedding present.let us call your attention to a few new things we have. You must see ourbeautiful line of
Niagara Falls Cut Glassour perfect line of
High Art Hand Painted China
Some new designs in a FERN DISH. See the assortment we havein Fancy Sterling silver peices--oss r prices special for May—Silvezplated work at 1/2
 price in knives forks, and spoons.
Engraving free on each peice. Call early for choice of selection.
Eyes Tested Free. J. A. Konetzka,
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co. Jeweler and OpticiaL.
335 Broadway.Guthries Old Stand.
a. 
Our Handsome Spring FabricsARE NOW ON DISPLAY
‘o, •
AND IN OUR LINE YOU W ILL FIND THE CHOICEST'STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE' MARKETS AP..FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTI-'EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HICLOTHES WE STAND FOR EVERY GARMENT WTURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT T ORS.
Guitars and Yid s
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED AN IMPORT SHIP*EUROPE AND WE ARE NOW OFFERING THE BESTDESIRABLE INSTRUMENTS EVER SHOWN IN PAD
NT FROM
ND MOST
AH.
Guitars from $1.40 to $1 .00 ..
Violins from $300 to $20-.00
WITHOUT QUESTION, WE ARE SHOWING THE LARGESTASSORTMENT AND THE FINEST VALUES IN STRINGS EVEROFFERED IN THIS TOWN.
Harbour's Book Department.
Fir st-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
nj
 
KY.
9 I
PADUCAH,224 Broadway
•
We have on hand
f lor Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
t 5 Horse Power Motor.
t 51/4
 
Horse Power Motor.
8 Horse Power Motor.
TO Horse Power Motor.
T 200 Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
zartra North Fourth Street.
"••
INTRUSION BY WIRE.
NREVENTID P If HAVING ILS•
MET TELEPHONE NI7MBEES.
7e1usta tenViitutelliess 'Phones That
' ire Not 'Listed—Efforts Made
by Outsiders to Discover
- --
"Yes, they call me Sapphire," cheer-
fully the operator of the tele-
phone switchboard in a large business
kouse, reports the New York 8134. "I
• because I'M such an accomplished liar,
you know.
"But, then, that is one of the things
I'm paid for; so It really isn't my fault
and I don't let it worry me. Perhaps the
most frequent lie I have to tell is when
I am asked about a dozen times a day
If the pre3ident has a private telephone
call—one net in the regular telephone
girectory, .e.aieknow
' 'SDI course he has, he'd be in the M-
enne asylum if he\hadn't; but he doesn't
leant everybody to know it. The tel.
.phone leas getting such a nuisance to
tt trainees men that a lot of them have
bad to do this.
"Now, when a man's private tele
.hone rings he knows it really is a per-
•oonal call, as only a few people have
renum
ber. It lea direct call from 'Cen-
' and does not come over the regular
lace switchboard at all.
"Every operator of a private switch-
:110RM, and of cour.le, every 'central,' is
.barged with keeping these private tel-
.:810one numbers strictly confidential.
.111esople try lots of different ways to
Worm this information out of us, but
-Olney don't sueceed."
"It saves my time wonderfully---this
tilueving a private call," said a lawyer. "I
Really think this plan saved me from a
• nervous breakdown last year.
"My private secretary has eharge of
the telephone supposed by the unint-
• elated to be the only one by which I can
be reached personally. Nine times out
ot ten the questions can be settled with-
out referring to me. Occasionally, of
course, I have to speak to the person my-
self.
"But there was a time a few years ago
• When I could not dictate so much as a
: aote to my stenographer without being
• Interrupted half a dozen times. That ex-
asperating little ling-a-ling has been
the death knell to u.a.ny a finely phrased
letter. As for important documents,
when dictating anything that required
• serious thoight I u as obliged to have
en entirely separate room where I was
absolutely 'out as though in my home
septown.
is -While, of course, I did not pretend
speak to every person who called for
.111 on the telephone, still I was called$tib
. 7 often. It is very different now.
°II a dozen or so persons know my pri-
est], and sometimes my telephone
not ring more thaa once or twice
e telephone is a mighty good sere-
with ose's name in the public'
sp as directory it soon becomes a
bard • ter."
"Yes, ur house number is private,"
sold a man who has many social du-
ties, "a we guard It as we do the fain-
tly jewel Only our own direct circle
of friend are able to reach us by tel-
ephone.
"As soul ne said to me the other day,
quite the la ht of modern intimacy la
reached in •e interchange of private
telephone nu ters. And It Is true
-You would be surprised to know the
lengths some p pie would go to discov-
er the number a private wire. Why,
would you bet e it, our stable is often
called up, and hoover happens to an-
swer is asked tot our house number.
Yea, our telephone Is now lust what it
originally was and just what it should
.be—a convenience and not a 411111.106."
Malden Names In Other Lands.
When a woman is married In this
country her maiden name is seldom
mentioned. Many people to whom she
.is very well known have never heard it.
.in France, on the contrary, there are
-constant reminders of the earlier dig-
may. Is Belgium merriest- does not ex -
'Voguish it, for many married women
-often ctentere th• old name with the
atew. Moreover, they put the maiden
.name last, thus giving it the greater
•ellistinction. We can illustrate this by
supposing the custom to pre‘aii in this
country. In that case Miss Brown when
lithe married Mr. Robinson would have
her visiting cards printed: "Mrs. Rob-
inson-Brown." Thin double barreled
arrangement does not give the 1;e1glan
-wife a better social status than the
English wife's, but it is very soothing
-to feminine pride.- -London Chrt nide.
REMEDY FOR APPENDICITIS.
Ixtraordinarily Good Results Said
to Have Been Obtained from
Collangol.
Consul General Guenther, of Frank-
fort, Germany, reports to the depart-
ment of commerce and labor the sue-
easeful treatment of appendicitis byi
means of "collangol." a silver solution.
lie writes:
"Much has been written on the treat-
ment of appen.:Icitis, principally with
reference to the question whether, in a
given case, an operation must be per-
formed to save the life of the patient.
It would doubtless be a great boon if a
remedy could be found to make an op-
eration unnecesbary. Such a remedy, it
is alleged, has I eon found under the
name of 'collangol.' Collangol is a form
of pure silver so.uble in water. Chem-
ical manipulations for rendering silver,
quick silver and some other metals sol-
u IL i Water Were diactivereeL
the last few yearu. The antiseptic prop-
erty of silver has long been known, as,
for instance, in 1 e form of lunar caus-
tic, which has . leen administered
internally. ILI; 4owever, has been
very limited. 1..tseu upon this knowl-
edeg successful experiments have been
made by some noted physicians through
the use of the soluble, non-irritating
and non-poisonous silver in suppurative
diseases, as, for instance, in the dreaded
puerperal fever and other suppurative
fevers.
"Dr. Moosbrugger, of Leutkirch, has
now used collangol In appendicitis, as
well internally and externally. This
treatment, according to his statement
in the last number of the Munich Med-
ical Weekly Review, has yielded ex-
traordinarily good results. Within two
or three days after treatment a decided
Improvement was noticeable in incipl-
0.11 cases. In cases where an inflamma-
tion of the peritoneum had already
taken place, a cure was, however, very
slow—often only after weeks of treat-
ment both internally and externally,
excepting two with cry severe cases
out of the 72 which came under his ob-
servation and treatment all were cured
without any surgical operation. He
claims that this treatment Is very much
superior to any other, and that he is
justified in stating that every cue of
appendicitis, if early diagnosed, be It
ever so acute and malignant, can be
cured with collangol without resorting
to the knife.
"In view of the otherwise favorable
experiences with this remedy it is very
probable that his opinion will prove cor-
rect. But after all it will requires great
deal of very critical observation before
it will be safe to dispense with a timely
operation, which is capable of saving
many lives. The published statements
of Dr. Moosbrugger are nOt explicit
enough as to the history of the cases to
make a real criticism possible. At all
events, his statements deserve careful
attention. On the other hand, it cannot
yet be stated how long the cure will last.
Light cases of appendicitis can be
healed for a time, as Is well known; the
question, however, is for bow long
leurther experiments will be awaited
with great interest, says the Bides-
WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
SaLias of the Time When Legal Terme
Had a Significance Not
Known New,
To most persons the phrase "Thu s In
denture witnesseth" is as much Greek
as the common phrase "Witness my
hand and seal." Yet 3th are relics of
the time when these legal forms ear-
Ned with them a significance not ob
taining at present
Legal documents were once en-
crossed upon parchment because gaper
cost, so much more than dressed akin
The parchment was seldom trimmed
exactly and the top was scalloped with
the knife, hence the term "this indent
are," Even where the lawyers have
departed from the custom, still obtain
Ing in England, of using parchment foi
their legal forms the phrase has been
retained.
In the same way the signature of
"hand and seal' is a relic of those old-
en times when only clerks and the
siergy could wield the pen. It was the
custom for t..e Contracting parties to
lay their hands upon the document in
token of their good faith and there re
=hied a smudge. As these original
thumb marks were not mealy idedte
fled, the gentry added their seals for
the purpose co further establishing the
validity of the document. It may not
be generally known that a seal is still
required In law, though the need for
,t passed with the spread of education,
CAPITALS MADE TO ORDER.. COLLEGE GIRLS GROW FAT
Australia Is to Follow the Examples
of the United States and
Russia.
The Australian commonwealth, tak-
ing a leaf from the history of the
United States, has decided to build a
new capital which shah be free from
the inluences of either of the peat
sesitdous. It, will build the capital M-
fr-em the grouad up sad has
selected a site not Mr treat the pretty
'pease of Dalosty, an the. Snowy river.
Balgety might have slumbered in pas-
toral obscurity for the next hundred
years but ler the assumed neeessity of
Australia te have a capital In a place
which nature had designed for a vil-
lage. It is 30 mfies from the nearest
railroad station and even when that
distance is spanned by the iron way
still further connections must be built
to link it wtth the main Victorian sys-
tem. Henry Stead, in tlin Ineependeint..
estimates that cost of the railroad eon-
*traction Walled will be $11,100,000
and that water supply, public build-
ings and land purchase will carry the
total of the expenditures for the new
capital up to 428,000,000. After the
city is built it will be a purely era
&dal capital, just as Washington is,
but it will have a very much smaller
population, the assumption being that
it will not exceed 60,000.
An artificial capital, one created by
fiat as a result of a compromise be-
tween rival sections or decreed by as-
sumed political necessity is an experi-
ment under the beat circumstances and
usually falls short of being a metrop-
olis. Washington and St. Peteraburs
are examples. Washington is simply
the seat of the federal government;
nothing more. It has disappointed MS
expectations of its founders that it
would become an emporium, a busy
mart, a port, • city that should be an
Illustration in itself of all the activi-
ties of a great and busy country.
Beauty it has, but bueiness it has not.
In population it is far below many
cities that we are wont to think of 113
In our second or possibly our third
class.
St. Petersburg, on the other hand,
has far outstripped the old capital in
population, having 1,313,300 inhabit-
ants, to Moscow's 1,092,360 by the lat-
est census. St. Petersburg is really a
great port, commanding a heavy sea-
borne trade, but, in fact, it only di-
vides the honors of the capital with
Moscow. The latter has the greater
hold on the affections and traditions
of Russia. It has a prestige which
Peter the Great could not undermine
It is the capital of the Russian heart
Napoleon vu right when he held that
Moscow was the capital to be atrubk
by an invader of Russia.
Australia has one advantage which
neither the United States nor Russia
enjoyed when they created their e.rti-
ficial capitals. Its area is fixed and
determined. The capital will always
bear the same geographical relation to
every Australian region that it will
have in the beginning In this coun-
try the capital is conveniently situated
to only a very small section. 
The
United States have expanded into r
e-
gions that the founders of Washingto
n
thought would be wildernesses for
many generations to come. Similarl
y
Russia has grown so tar and no fa
st
that St. Petersburg is in a corner 
very
remote to provinces that are populou
s
and progressive, in regions that 
were
not even Russian when Peter the Grea
t
began to drive the piles for the foun
-
dations of his capital.
SUBWAY HURTS CABBIES.
Theater Trade That Once Went to
New York Sebum Now
Goes to Care.
Soon After Entering the "Freebies"
They Begin to Acquire
Plumpness.
'In a couple of months from now,"
said a woman who was matron at $
women's college for several years,
"there will be a flood of letters from
girl freshmen to their mothers, all
containing otte complaint; 'I'm grow-
ing so fat that my clothes won't fit
me.' And the mothers will worry and
fret, and wardrobes will be sent borne
to be let out.
"Freshmen at the women's college
always grow very plump, and they
astonish their friends and relatives
when they go home on their first vaca-
lion by the amount of flesh they have
put on. And it Is all due, I believe,
to the healthy, normal life that a girl
leads at college.
-The food is always palatable, nour-
hishing, &DAS of the-asst.-ant 4.1e111 the
most finicky maiden learns to eat
everything. I have seen girls who
entered college with the Idea that they
could get nothing but the white meat
of Chicken and lemon ice, contentedly
eating fried veal and onions a few
weeks later.
"And these meals are always served
at a regular time, and with plenty
of lively conversation to make them
digest easily. Let me say right here
too, that the popular notion that col-
lege girls have midnight spreads of
nadigestibles is a wrong one. Such
things belong to a boarding school, but
not to a women's college.
"Then there are regular hours tor
lathing. Lights must be out at ten
o'clock, and that means eight hours
of good, healthful sleep. The out-
door life aiso,contributes to the plump-
ness of the girls.
"College girls stay indoors only
when they have to, and plenty of fresh
air makes them strong and muscular.
The gymnasium is another factor. Its
purposes is to develop a girl physical-
ly, and each freshman is examined
that she may get the exercise she moat
reeds.
"Under all them conditions the
freshmen rapidly grow plump and rosy
and this plumpness they rarely lose
during their college course. Even the
thinnest girl !Inds she can wear s
derollete evening gown after she has
been at college three months, and the
fat girls find their superfluous flesh
turning into hard, firm muscle.
"And one thing more. College glle
are always happy, and every wows.,
grows fat when she is happy."
"You'd never guess the difference the
subway has made in our business." said
the oldtime night cab driver, acco
rding
to the New `fork Sun. "I should say t
hat
night fares from the theater district and
Broadway have fallen off one-fourth
since last December.
-It used to be that a man In evening
clothes, especially if accompanied by a
woman wearing garments easily soiled,
would hesitate before crowding into a
surface car. As for walking from Broad-
way to one of the elevated roads, that
was almost out of the question. The re-
stilt was that the great majority of thea-
ter and opera patrons who could raise
the price went home In carriages.
"Now it'tedifferent. After the theater
the crowds walk to the restaurants for
Lunch, then they drift along to the sub-
way entrance at Forty-second street and
Broadway or at che Grand Central.
"Alere-essel Asoapin-aallso- mould-
the elevated or surface cars when in
evening dress do not balk at the subway.
Th y find the stations and cars generally
clean and roomy, and when they get up-
town where there is no one to see them
they do not mind walking a few blocks
to save a cab fare.
"Our greatest loss is in Brooklyn pa-
trons It used to be almost a rare
thing ;hat we'd get a bunch of Broalrlyn
people dawn as fat as the Bridge at lease
Then the Brooklyn people had to sake
erosetown ear or walk half way across
the town at one eed or the other to get
an elevated train.
"Now the subway takes them right to
the Bridge entrance. Why, now one can
ge from Forty-second street clear to the
outskirts; of Brooklyn without going
from under shelter if the weather is bad
"It's going to be still worse for us
when they get the subway running un
det the river."
Wisdom. of the Chinese.
The Nerbal wisdom of the Chinese
has beccine proverbise and appropri-
ately enough, it shows itself rrominent-
ly in their prov r rep Many ot these have
already been transieted into English,
but here are a few more, from icollec-
lion by Herr iiruno Navarra, published
In Heidelberg, which may i.e welchate:
"It is better not to be thin not to be
anything." "Rrpentance is the dew*
" "TV.-en the ii‘71.,pst tower
stands on the groued." "Man thielts he
knows everything, but woman knows
better." "Even the mandarin of the
first class has poor relations." "The
-carver of idols never worships Idols; he
'knows too well what they are made of."
'A day of grief is longer than a year of
Joy." And so on.—T. P.'s Weekly.
He Rowed, She Steered.
The boat drifted on the clear lake.
"no man and the maid were silent and
a little sad. "Dear," be said, "will yoit
float with tut always—down the stream
et life?"
'The same - • now'?" she whispered,
"The same as now," Bald he.
-I will,-gladly!" cried the young girt
He, you see, was rowing doing all
'Os hard work She had the helm. She
eitaered.--M.inoeapolis jou:sal.
ay) er is as necessary as the signa-
ture to certain documents.
A court of law is a reminiscence er
the time when Justice sat in the open
,-ourt yard. and the "dock" is from a
aerman word meaning a receptacle.
while, while the "bar" is a Weise word
meaning a branch of a tree used to
separate the lords of justice (row their
vassals.
The entire phraseology of the bench
Is reminiscent of the earlier dark but,
,a% trig been proven proper, has been
retail: ed.
His Profession.
"What do you do for a living? What
Is your trade or profession?" asked the
judge of the prisoner.
et am, your honor, a pharmaccoas
tsgraphologist." His honor threat-
ened to fine him for contempt of court,
but he proved that the word was Iii
right, meaning a writer of prescrtp-
time.. Philadelphia Press,
Nor Square.
"How do we 'wow the world to
mind aeked the school teacher
"Becau we know it isn't square,"
promptly epiled the ley who had been
absorbing knowledge about graft mei
hoxtle,—p iladelphla Record.
Hospitable.
Policeman (to tramp)—I vomit your
THE JEWISH PHYSICIAN.
Members of the Medical Profession
in History Who Belonged to
That Race.
An interesting survey of Jews as
members of our profession Is to be ob-
tained from a little work entitie•
"Judische Aerste und ihr Einftues
eats Judentiam," which, says the Med-
ical Record, has been issued by Dr.
Simon Scherbel. One of the tome
prominent of the earlier personages
mentioned is Chasdal, *ho became a
sotaister under the Calif Abdul-Rab-
man III., and did much to *stabled;
the position of the Jews among the
Moslems in Spain during the tenth owe
tury, as well as to foster the study of
the Talmud in that country. Jekuds
Helsel. who lived 100 years later, was
a bray physician who was also the
author of distinguished practical and
philosophical works. The grew
Millesonides of Cordova Is includel
among the Het of physicians by the
anther, who say@ that he created what
le almost a new Talmud, and allege.
that Richard Coeur de Leon wished .1
make Cm his court physician, in. spit.
of the edicts of Popes Eugenius, Nide
olas and Calixtue that Christiane
should not employ Jewish physicians
In Spain maay years before the/ were
practically the only practitioners o
medicine. Somewhat later Pope Alex
aader VI. had as personal physician :
Jew, Bonet de Liam, who subsequently
became attached to the court of lout
K. The edict against Jewish physi
dans was finally missed by Sixtus V
largely at the instigation of two them
celebrated physicians. David de Pomo
and Ella Montalto. I. the latter part
of the eighteenth century Mendels
sohn's efforts in behalf of his corn
ratriots were ably seconded 17 his
friend, the physician Marcus Herz. wtic
contributed much toward the elevation
of the Jews in Germany. In still
more recent time Ascher. Steinheim
Erter and Johann Jacoby have been
prominent, and the author closes his
mum-fa-11W with tne wiaNy Know
names of Strassmaan, Neumann
Baginsky and Senator.
Bit of 'Westmoreland.
The %srestmoreiand bills are the tie
ro.alus of an infinitely Cider ware:-
emits deessyed. but of a great raoe and
aeleeetrY; they have the finish, the
delkate or noble loveliness—one might
Wiriest any the manner—that COMPS or
long and gentle companionship elite
aurae &le( forces that make for nee
mai bearrty—with air ano water, with
rolliperillte suns and too abundont
Itelose ileelde them the Alps are in-
human; the Apennines, mere tweet
Oen% heaps----mountains in the mak-
ftle; lirtflik all that Scotland gains from
tge easy eavelotAng glory of ha heath
Wedtmoreland. which is almost
fleurpergeha. -must pee to ai infinitude
steno Stroke., teats, curves and group-
ings, to teethes of magje and to liner
ram. -At eaver lotting the wild
Ey
.ofsisecipto 'end rock that be-
-et right t9 a mountain world.-
Excursion:
St. Louis ance Tennessee River Pack-
et company tlic cheapest and bes
excursion oet of Paducah.
SILim For the Round Trip touu Tennessee river & Warn
It is a trip of pleas..Ire, comfort
and rest; good service, good table
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jae.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, airen t _ •
Why will you surfer'.
Whe •
Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.
will essre that awful pain.
It Has cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or Phone 36 or 237 and
we Irgil gladly tell won about it
BACON'S
DRUG STORLS.I
Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone s37,
lieveuth and Clay St. 'Phone 31.
1111111111NWINNIMININININIIINIMININIIIMMI
Henry's
Headache
Powders
Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from bradaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
Basing the pain In a very few
Minutes.
•
J. G. Othischlaeuer
DRUG GIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE is.
Dr. B. T. Ilan
(.Orme with I. Rivers & Rivers. Ia.
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
Resides., too Llay, Usti Phone Knit
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
True-art Itundiag.
narna'sad address. •
Tramp (sarcastIcally)-06, yer 6e, do 4 •
sae stidri•s‘ is NumLer One. the open so- The largest. trs'ale7:
17htrotre te ;be 'Ile -ydr? Well. me llama is Sohn Smith,
 an' 
Moth.
if yer mall on me don't trouble tee knock =1:: Mutat-
 the NI, lints
but *it g&---kotaakaa. a
las inches across.
ILLINOIS C,ENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 3oth. reek
SOUTH BOUND
Leave Cincinnati 
Leave Louisville 
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch •
Leave Central City •
Leave Nortonville 
Leave Evansville 
Leave Nashville 
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Wricetoo 
Arrive Paducah . 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Fulton 
Arrive G:bbs, Tema. 
Arrive Rives .40  46.000
No. tor No. 1423
8:ao a.m. 6:eo p.m.
12 :OS p.m. 0.40 p.m.
6.3o p.m.
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis  
Arrive New Orleans
2:2,8 p.m. 12 :ofi am,
3:30 p.m. :03 a.m,
08 p.m. :40 a.m.
12:50 p.m. 4:40 pm.
7:oo p m.
9:45 I-10-
4 :55 P.m 3'27 a 822-
6:to p.m. 3:40 a.m.
6:15 p.m. 3:45 a.m.
7:20 P.m. 4:50 a.ne
8:o6 p.m. 5.31 a.m.
81,3 p.m. 6:og cm.
7:15 am.
•to p.m SAM a.m.
10:35 a.m. 815 p.m.
No. 1St
 
•••••
7:30 4.1111.
9:40 am.
11:o5 11.01.
12:30 p.m.
I :28 p.m.
8:3o ant
8:o5 a.m.
11:30 CUL
2:35 p.m.
4 15 p.m.
4:20 p.m-
6:oo p.m.
•
NORTH BOUND
Leave New Chicane 
Leave Memphis 
Leave Jackson, Tens. 
Leave Rives
No. foe
7 to p.m,
6 45 CUL
8 o7 a.m.
Leave Fulton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
ATrive Princeton ••• 11...
Arose Hopkirooll:e 
Arrive Nashville
Arrive Vvansville 
Arrive Nortonville 
Arrive Central City 
Arrive Horse Branch 
Arrive Owensboro 
Arrive Louisvilte 
Arme Cincinnati 
10.15
11:W
it :n
12:39
6115
9:25
3 45
1.2B
ros
3:se
.4 35
5:35
sa.:15
a. in,
am.
am.
Tern.
pan.
p.m.
pm.
pan.
p.m.
p m.
p.m.
No. 104
9 15 eas„,
8 St) Pm,
to to p.m.
11:511
22:35 am.
:43 a.m.
1:48 a.m.
3:03 a.m.
5.2o a.m,
to a.m.
95 a.m.
.rt1„
. in,.
am.
1.m.
nom
351
4-30
5 tR
Son
7:50
1200
No, Ise
Coo
740
7:50
9:29
10:35
11:30
tam
.4:55
4:33
• • ....
11.m.
a TM
p.m.
p.m.
p.nt.
.. .
sr. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Co rboisdale 
Arrive Chicago 
Arrive St. Louis 
No. 3s6
L2.40. p.m
4 25 pm,
6 .ro a in
IL in p.m.
No. V4
4:30 p.111.
8140 P.M
6:30 a .
7:30
SOUTH BOUND t"() 305
L:eave St Louis  7 45 a-m.
Leave Chicago  2:50 1.41,
Leave Cabondale   .. 11:40 am,
Arrive Paducah   3:35 P•rn-
NOW!. BOUND ico-Rot
_ 
-84+0-11.111
Leave Hopkinsville  11:20 LIM
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m.
Arrive Paducah  4:15 p.m.
Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m.
Arrive Cziro 
 
 7:45 p.m
A rr ve Louis   7:20 a.m.
Arrive Chicago  6:30 am.
No, 375
9:40 p.m.
6:20 p.m.
7:os a.m.
11 :00 1.14.
135-835
6:40 a.m.
7:45 a• 01-
9 :25 am,
9:30 a.m.
II 10 a.m.
4 .30
930 P.m
SCRI! BOUND M I 2 2-822
Lemma
Leave to  6:30 p.m.
g'4o p.m.
Soave Cair•  6xxi a.m.
Arrive Paducah  7:45 a.m.
Leave Paducah  7:50 a.m.
Arrive Princeton  9'29 a.m.
Arrive Hopkintrille 
Arrive Nashville 
1315-836
9:40
1:50 p.m.
3:55 p
7:40 p.m.
3 : 10 p.14.
445 PAIL
6:ro
p:25
1
ti
• a
Trains marked (*) ran daily except Sunday. All other trains roe
daily. Trains 103 and to4 carry through sleepers between (1-" '1,,
Memphis and New Orleans: trains tot arnl 102 sleepers between Leek-
vine, Memphis and New Orleans. rising ROI and fla2 sleepers betimes
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with Chicago
deeper. For further information, address,
3. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. lit. PRItTHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Leesville, !Cy.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A.., MemPhiss, Two
S. G. BATCH, G. P. A, adobes. EL
W. H. BULL, D. P. A. et• 14011,
RUNG BY BREEZES. NOT ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL. RUSH TOWARDS CITY
SELLS OF GLASS AND METAL'
EAKIS SWEET MUSIC.
Stange in Price from Twenty-Five
Cents to Two Hundred Dol-
lars-Where They Az*
Used.
The wind bell, as its name implies,
is made to ring by the action of the
wind. In fact the wind bell is not a
bell at all, strictly speaking, but a
contrivance composed of a number of
pendants suspended in a circle from
a ring and hung close together so that
they will come into contact and pro-
duce sounds when swayed 1-y the
winas.
Some wind bells produce sounds that
are very pleasing and musical. Some
are made with glass pendants, some
with pendants of metal; some are
small and very simple in construction,
others are large and massive and
elaborate.
___*.Vind_bells ranee Ite...prica loam_  2S 
cents to $200. The criginal home of
the wind bell is Japan.
In Its simplest form the wind bell is
composed of a number of narrow
strips of glass, perhaps six inches in
length, suspended lengthwise from a
wire ring about two Inches in d.ani-
etsr. Within the circle formed by tar
strips thus suspended is hung 1 y one
corner a little square piece of glass
half way down the length of the long
strips, the strips and the square piece
being ornamented with various Japan-
ese characters and designs. This wind
bell may be hung up wherever a breeze
will strike it and blow the strips into
contsct with sue another aid with the
square suspended among them.
But slightly more expensive than
this simplest form of wind bell are
others of glass, with pendants of dif-
ferent lengths, and with a number of
squares of different sizes, such a wind
bell producing a greater variety of
tones.
Another inexpensive sort of wind
bill has a number of very small bell
shscied metal objects suspended on a
Cord at different heights, with a cor-
responding number of little glass balls
hanging from cords, to come into con-
tact with the metal objects when the
bell is swayed by the wind.
SUB another not costly 'form of wind
bell has tor pendants a mambas' of
vegiously colored leaf shaped pieces
of metal, metallic leaves of rarities
forms and sizes, stispeaded &Noted
flora A ring by cords. The wind blows
these leaves together, producing-the
leaves being of different sties and
thicknesses * variety of musical
tones.
• metallic wind bell that sells for
Pt and occupies vertically • space of
about three feet has, suspended ground
from a ring about • foot in diameter,
• number of pendaats, each composed
of several curious metal objects strung
one below 'the other. Below this circle
of pendants and hanging from the
center of the support of the bell la a
cylindrical shaped lantern of metal,
the lantern being about a foot in
height
A larger wind bell of metal, one that
sells for $75, has no lantern, but a
bigger hoop aod longer and larger and
more numerous pendants, each corn-
▪ of several metal objects at-
tached one below the other.
A strange. If riot grotesque, wind
a metal, one that sells for $200,
has for a top piece a solid metal con-
struction two feet or more In diameter
and shaped like a great shallow bowl,
and here hanging ieverted and with
the pendants hangine three feet or
ore In length around froul its outer
.4idge. The pendants of this great wind
I bell, each composed of a number of
1, oddly shaped objects suspended one
below the other along It, vary In
/ length, and at the end of a number
of the pendants hang odd small bells
with tongues.
Wind bells In their lens expensive
and more familiar formsbare hung on
porcbes in summer, where the breezes:
can play with them and make them
tinkle or produce their musical
oriole In winter such wind bells
may be hung at windows more or less
likely to he opened at the top, where
the rind can strike them.
That wild bell of metal with the
lantern hanging below it would prob-
ably be hung in a hall, where it would
be sounded when the door was opened.
The great wind bell would, In Japan,
be Lung in some temple's grounds,
and probably near the gate. Here it
would be hung le a garden. ‘
Clancy's Horse in a Race.
A noted man in Springfield was 111-
ebeei--Oleam-e-teseareetee-.-
come rich. Ile bought a stringof horses
and entered them for the Saratoga meet.
. He raced his horses for the fun of it,
and rarely bet. One day he hada horse
entered that seemed to have so excel-
lent a chance to win that he bet ten dol-
lars on it.
When the horses got away Clarets,
stood in the grand stead watching them
through his field glasses. Some of his
friends, kncwing of the ten dollar bet,
crowded about and began to joke him.
"Where's your horse now?" Clancy
was asked.
Clancy surveyed the field carefully.
"I can't quite make out," he replied,
"whether he Is last In the third race or
first in the fourth."-Boston Herald.
Observant Youth.
"Say, Bob," said the small girl to the
small boy, "what are relations?"
"Relations," was the answer, "are
folks that keep mother workings° bard
for fear they'll come around on a tour of
Inspection and say she Isn't a good
."e-Wasct 'fat Star.
Models for Artists Are in Many
POPULATION 07 RURAL NEW
YORK COUNTIES DECLINES.
C884/ Quits Plain of
Feature.
"One of the most preposterous ideas
In existence is that regarding the pay
of models and their physical attrac-
tiveness," Mr. Robert Brioghurst says.
"In this country a majority of the
models are employed in art schools
or by instructors of classes in paint-
ing, drawing or modeling, and for
purposes of instruction any figure is
good enough.
"A budding artist can learn to draw
and paint, study anatomy and propor-
tion, just as well from a homely
model as from one that is surpassing-
ly beautiful. There is no need of
the latter at all. If one presents her-
self, all well and good, but as the
schools and instructors are entirely
Independent in their needs she must
be content with the same pay that
rulea for all In Ws slass, which is
generally net mere than a dollar for
a three-hour posing **arcs. As the
-werk---lerafter allT-only-noskthed tabor,
It is an exceptionally good rate of pay
at that. What obtains hero also ob-
tains for more then hr-If the model
work abroad, yet the averace persoa
always conjures up a dream of loveli-
ness when an artist's model is men-
tioned and associates the work with
remuneration of a dollar or more an
hour.
"Of course, where an artist requires
a particniar kind ci model, ne matter
what the especial requirement may be,
the law of supply and demand steps
In and regulates pay, for ens thing, in
accordance with Its inexorable man-
dates. If the supply of that sort of
model is short the price runs high.
I have heard of models who received
several dollars an hour. But there are
too many satisfactory individuals will-
ing to pose for whatever they can get
to make such a condition an other
than most exceptional."
BUCKEYE INCASED IN G031:0
New Orleans Man Values Vary Milky
El. "Lucky" Zeree
Chestnut.
wou'dn't sell that thing for $1,000
If I lost it I'd hunt for it like the
knights of King Arthur hunted the
Holy Grail. That thing exorcised a
hoodoo that hung about me for five
years. That thing stays with me till
I die."
All this, with great areviction, says
the Kansas City Star, about a little
buckeye Incased in a small gold cage
that hung on the watch fob of Herbert
Herring a New Orleans man.
"Up to September 7, 1900. bad
been the victim of bad Ina/ of one
sort and another." he said. "That day
I was going to Galveston. It was Fri
day I recollect that the train was
delayed half a dozen times before 11
reached the city, and I was turning
We got there at last and just as I
was leaving my car I saw this buck-
eye lying on the opposite seat. I
picked it up and put it in my pocket
I had ir tended going to the Black
hotel that nght. but after picking up
that buckeye I suddenly changed my
muted. A good meny guests at the
Black hotel 'perished in the flood next
night
"Later on at New Orleans I was out
(telling In a catboat with three other
men A squall struck us. The others,
who could swim, were drowned I
can't swim a stroke but I had my
buckeye and I was caved. After that
I had the th:ne liend in thie rehl C.3'
And that's why I treasure it."
Europe's Jewelry Carter.
Pforzheim is • city of about 118,004
population ant Is devoted almost ex-
clusively to the manufacture of jewel-
ry, there being about EN) fa ;or. les
where 1ewelry is made. It Is the jew-
elry center of Europe. The Nations
manulneturers are very energetic anti
are careful to study the wants of titre.
customers and endeavor to please them
regarding deoigne, pritee and terms of
sale. From preser.t Indlcationa the
shipment of jewelry to the Philippines
A% ill emoent to about 9100.000 for the
flscal year With the American manu-
facturer's advantage in distance and
machinery-as much of the Pforzhe,m
jewelry is made by hand -it snores
that we rhould cgpture more of the
trade of the IslamOs.
Influence of Irving.
To Irving more than any other men
Ii due the change that has taken pla-e
In London in recent years In the social
ncisition of actors--a change which has
come aithin my own memory, writes
E. S. Nadal'. in Scribner'''. When I
first went to London In 1II7G tune were
no actors in society When I came bac% 
it ere were a -good many of
them to be seen about. There w:4
growing up a Lnefety which was corn
posed of succeesful artists,'Ike new
rich people, and tlje professional
classes, with a sprinkling of such of
the older society as had a fancy for
art and the theater. In that mediae
the aotors hai not only a good, but a
distingeished place.
Queer Sunday Law.
In Spain drug !tares are permitted
to sell drum all cley on Sunday, but
to deal In perfumery on that day is
unlawful.- Candy cannot lawfu:ty be
sold later than 11 o'clock In the inre
noon unless no clerks or ressi3tante are
employed. Proprie'ors may keep open
all day if they do the work themselves
Russia Then and Now.
Times have not t.hanged much in a
eentury. In 1801 it was said that Al-
axandcr I. rode In a procession througn
the streets of Si Petersburg precede-1
by the as3aseens o WM gr-- sitter,
followed by those of his sat
mayrottatied Whig OVAL ,
eta
No Other State in the Union Shows
Such a Large Palling Off in
This Respect-Some of
the Causes.
- -
Twenty-one of the 61 counties of
New York had fewer inhabitants by
the census of 1900 than they had by
the census of 1890. These counties,
which include one-half of the area of
the state, showed a falling off in ten
years ranging fro a few hundreds ol
inhabitants in s small counties, to
several thousan in some of the
Larger ones.
Essex county, in northern New York,
for instance, declined from 33,000 to
30,700 in the ten years. Wayne coun-
ty, in western New York, famous for
apples and mint, declined from 49,700
to 48,600.
By many persons this decline 13
'poputatiun-
 
attrtbatatt34 Ma an-
tjauance between 1893 and 1897 of a
period of industrial hard times, the
general effect of which is to diminish
population in rural or semi-rural dis-
tricts. In such times, the demand for
employment being decreased and the
provision for public relief in farming
counties being small, the larger cities
are sought by needy persons, and these
conditions are reflected in the ensuing I
census.
The years between 1900 and 1906
having been marked by prosperity and
abundance throughout the state, it
was supposed that the decline in pop-
ulation in interior counties would
cease, that some of the former lose
would be regained and that, perhaps,
improved conditions would be reflected
in the census figures of this year,
which chow the entire population of
New York to be more than 8,000,000,
an increase of 11 per cent. compared
with the census of five years ago.
Instead of this, however, the recent-
ly completed state census shows that
21 of the 61 countlee have fewer in-
habitants than they had five years
ago. Some of those which show the
largest decrease in five years are
Chemung, which includes the city of
Elmira, heretofore one of the largest
manufacturing towns in the southern
tier, and Steuben, one of the most for.
tile of the farming counties in the
sane region. The falling off in Cho-
mung in five years VMS 2,458, and in
Steuben 1,007.
Some of the counties of the state
which do not show a decline in five
years show at least very little gain.
One of these is Dutchesa, which in-
cludes the city of Poughkeepsie, and
which is one of the best known of the
dairy and farmirrg counties of the
state. Flee years ago the population
was 81,670; this year it is 81,689-a
gain of 19 persons.
Delaware county, the chief distince
lion of which is that it includes more
prohibition territory than any other
county in New York, has increased
from 46,415 to 46,788 only during five
years of enormous state growth.
Among other counties which have
lost in population in the last five years
are Otsego, famed for hops; Oswego
noted for starch and starch works;
Clinton, which includes the city of
Plattsburg; Schoharie; Cayuga, which
Includes the tity of Ithaca; Greene,
which includes the city of Catskill;
Hamilton in the Adirondacks, Fulton
and bladisogesounties in the interior,
and WayneMich increases its agri
cultural products every year, but con-
Unues to lose steadily in population.
No other state of the country has so
.arge a proportion of counties %Web
Eel falling behind In population rup
New York, that is, none of the larger
states. The explanation of thtse
changes is found probably in the enor-
mous increase in manufacturing Inter-
vals.
In five years Schenectady has
Jumped front 46,000 to 71,000 popula
lion, Ho:liana from 38.000 to 43,000.
Siag,ara from 74,000 to 84,000, and
Weatehester from 134,000 to 22S.000.
In 16 years the population of New
York has Increased 21 per cent., yet
one-third of the counties have fewei
inhabitants than they had 13 years
MO-
Squelched.
Manly a traveler, who has lookea
forward to a railroad journey as a
season when he need not talk, will
sympathize with this just triumph re
corded in the London Globe.
He wanted to read, but the man op
posit. would perslat in trying to talk
as tue train moved swiftly along
After several brief replies the student
began to grow tired. "The grass is ver3
green, isn't it?" said the would-be eon-
at ona s p assent y.
"Yes," said the student. "Such 'e
change from the blue and red great-
we've been having lately!"
In the silence that followed he be
gandanother chapter.
The Chugs.
"imam" asked Mrs. Chugwater, "how
do they work thee* voting marble's?'
"They use one of the cranks rha
sre always banging around the polling
place," explained Mr. CLugwater, with
some irritation.-Chicago Tribune.
Seemed to Know.
"What." irked the tall-browed pro-
?essor, "are the principal bY-products
if the steel Industry?"
"Carnegie libraries," promptly an-
;wired tbM,student from an interior
i'illago.-Cfitcago Daily News.
Hue d's Recompense.
The COMIMe Indians haves law that
11• buck runs aw with another's squaw
the husband is to ave all his property
algreneetital on Is said to be
dt• tribe.
PROTECI BREEDING BIRDS.
Reserve Lions Established by Presi-
dent's Order in Three
Locations.
---
Executive orders creating three new
reservations for the protection of the
breeding grounds of native birds were
signed by President Roosevelt October
Li. The names and locations of these
•reservations are as follows:
The "Seakiwit Islands reservation,"
suabracing all of the unsurveyed islands
of the Siskiwit or Menagerie group of
Islands at the mouth of Siskiwit bay, on
the south of Isle Royal, in Lake Superior,
Mich. Thief reservation embraces sec-
tions 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 33 34 and 35, In
township 64 north, range 6 west. Upon
these islands between coo and 10,000
herring guile breed annually, besides a
number of other species not nearly so
numerous. It is the largest and most
Important herring gull colony within.
the limits of the United States.
The "Huron Islaegmreservatton," em-
Huron Islands group lying near the
Huron islands group, lying near the
south shore of Lake Sunerior..aneLsame_
bracing sections 26, 27, 34 and 35, in
township 53 north, range 29 west, Mich-
igan. Some 1.500 gulls, together with a
number of other water birds, breed upoa
these Islands annually.
The "Passage Key reservation," em-
bracing an island near the mouth of
Tampa bay on the west coast of Florida,
known as Passage Key, and situated in
section 6, township 34 south, range 16
east Thousands of handsome terns
have bred upon this little key annually
ever since the Florida coast was first ex-
plored, but during the past year the egg
bunters made regular trips to the Island,
lied each time not only plundered the
nests of the fresh eggs, but also de-
stroyed all eggs partially incubated
and unfit for use. This action prom-
ised annihilation of the colony within
a year or two. At the time the egg hunt-
ing was most active other parties in-
eugurated a movement to secure title
-Tr the Island for resort purposes. This
!from if it had been successful, would
`lave resulted In a destruction of the
'reedit; colony, as complete and al-
ems as soon as the egg hunters would
nave r eecoriplished that end. so that the
ereatton of the reservation is said to be
extremely opportune.
The National Association of Audubon
societies has placed wardens in charge
of each of these reservations, and the
alanghter of the birds and plundering of
their nests has been stopped.
TRAGEDIES OF THE MAILS.
Many Family Skeletons in the Apart-
ment Houses of New
York City.
"No postmen the country over see so
much pathos In their rounds as the men
et the New York force," said the man
In the gray uniform, as he lighted s com-
forting cigar after being relieved from
luty, relates the New York World.
"It seems to me sometimes that every
toarding-house room, every cranny in
a furnished-room house, and even the
best of apartment-houses conceal
,some sort of a family skeleton or a small
tragedy. I suppose New York is a good
place to hide yourself In. and then so
many young men and women coming
here in search of fine pcsitions or ca-
reers meet with discouragement. With
those people, a letter may mean hope or
life itself.
"In flats and apartment houses where
the janitor or a hall buy distributes the
mail, or in a boarding-house where it
passes through the hands of servants.
you can fee women in all styles of neg-
ligee costumes,' hanging over the hal-
uetrades, their eyes just begging for a
letter.
"One woman In particular I remem-
ber. She lived in a fiat four flights up,
and morning after morning I would
find her shivering In the vestibule and
waiting for me. She watched me hun-
grily as I distributed the mall to the
various boxes. Nothing ever came for
her, and she never told me her story,
but somehow you could read it in her
face, which grew thinner es-0y day
At last I brought her a letter, and what
do you think she did when she looked
at it? Just dropped at nay feet in a tidy
little faint, after one scream of relict
and joy that brought the janitor on
the run.
"Then there was a 'ilea little girl who
watched for me every delivery last slim-
mer. She'd always ask: 'Anything for
mamma to-day!" and when I'd shake
my head she'd run right upstairs. The
lanitor told me about them. The hus-
band had deserted them-and in the
end, as the woman was sickly-the
city had to take care of them. It makes
me tired to think of that nice, bright lit-
tle thing being In an orphanage."
An Ingenious Policeman.
anY Wes Nrie Leen told of the
"fittest," t,ut the ingenuity of a Newark
cop on trial for neglect of duty is hard
to beat.
A jewelry shop had been entered and
a tray of jewels carried off under the
very eyes of the cop. On trial the fol-
lowing conversation took place between
the police commissioner and the ac-
cubed:
by didn't you see the man?" '
"I did see him, your honor, and asked
him what he was doing bemiring
around."
"What did he say?"
"He said he was lookIn' into the loca-
tion, as he was goin' in for jewelry him-
self."
"Well, he did. He robbed the store."
"Well, your honor, even if he wise
thief, he was no liar "---N. Y. Sun.
Madera Life.
She-Is it true that your brother is go.
tag to remarry his divorced wife?
He-Yes. lee became no well ac-
quainted wit) her during the divorce
A TEST BY FIRE ME
EXPLOSIVES BURRED TO
CERTAIN THE DANGER.
Gartridges Explode with Insufficlient
Pore* to Do Much Damage-
Interesting Experi-
ment.
An interesting experiment was made
a few days since at the convention of
firemen at Duluth, says the Boston
Herald, for the purpose of having de-
termined the extent or danger there
was to firemen in entLring a burning
bnildinz known to contain ammuni-
tion. In a.great many hardware stores
It is known that ammunition is carried
iwtock, and in gun stores ammuni-
tia, of course, is a regular part of the
stock in trade. It has been thought
that this clams of material was of a
character that would prove seriously
dangerous in case of fire, because fire-
men would naturally be afraid to en-
ter buildings where, in consequence of
extriosions, their 11v1111-whtfir156 encreal-
Eared. It has been customary in most
cities to have ordinances passed reg-
ulating the amount of gunpowder that
can be carried in a nierca.ntile stock,
and also designating the manner in
which the powder shall be kept and
the place in the store in which the re-
ceptable shall be placed. Thus, in
Boston, the ordinanoe provides that
gunpowder shall be kept in a metal
receptacle; that the amount carried
at any one time shall be strictly lim-
ited, and that the metal box in which
It is kept shall be placed near the
door of the store at a place known to
the firemen, so that in the event of
fire It can be easily removed. But
with axed ammunition regulations of
this kind are not in force, and a great
deal has been left to the discretion of
the dealers in these supplies.
A current belief has existed that if
a gun store were to take fire it would
be dangerous to enter it, and, indeed,
it might be dangerous for anyone to
pass in the near vicinity at the time
of the lire. The experiments made at
Duluth were for the purpose of deter-
mining the conditions under which
explosions of ammunition took place,
and how these compared with condi-
tions that determined the explosion of
gunpowder. Gunpowder in bulk will
explode with great force, and the ex-
ploding of one keg may tear open ad-
jacent kegs, and the flash of fire from
the first may be communicated to the
second with such rapidity that the ex-
plosion is practically simultaneous.
The experiment made at Duluth was
In a building put up for the purpose,
in which were placed thousands of
rounds of ammunition of all kings,
both In paper shells and also metallic
rifle and pistol cartridges. Altogeth-
er, In the two tests, in (3. e of which
the cartridges were left free, and the
other in which they were put in con-
fined space, as in boxes, tee,u00 or more
cartridges must have been made the
subject of the experiment.
It was found, as the result of pet-
ting these In buildings specially built
to be burned down, that an exploding
cartridge has not suLlcient forcer to
tear open the adjacent carte :age, and,
therefore, canilot communicate fire tc
the powder charge of its neighbor- In
a tire each cartridge explodes individ.
ually, and explodes when its partic-
ular primer is heated to the fl 'ene
point, but the flash from one cartridge
cannot set off the adjacent cartridge,
consequently, instead of having simul-
taneous exploreons. there is a series
of ezi, miens, though when there are
large quantities of ammunition Pure-
ing these follow In quick succession,
like musketry fire.
The danger from flying fragments of
exploding- cartridges Is found not to
be a serious matter, as the cartridge
shell, when unrupporte i by the gen
chamber, blirsts at the first indication
of pressure and thus allows the gases
to eseape at a relatively low pressure
The eeraping elm expends it.. energ;
In tearing open the shell rather thnn
in throwing the bullet forward, and
as there is nothing to confine the ee.
caning gee. It had little propuisive
force. Often the heads of the cart-
ridges are torn cif and thrown "cm-
hue distance, but the bullets aardle
ever fly; that is, the heavier parts ot
the cartridge remain behind and only
the lighter parts are thrown Of. and
this with no great force or velocity.
In a fire firemen can keep well beyond
the range'of the throwt fragments and
still be within easy wor; lust dirt:Ince
d as close to the tire as the ter t will
pc-ntIt.
In the Duluth tests it was fount' the'
fragments of cartridges were tbrowe
from 20 to a0 feet, but with so Liw a
velocity that those who were hit suf
fe-ed no discomfiture. The cartridges
_  contained. imose._zhae
 
4411,.emmee. 
peunds of black and smokeless iiow
de". a sufficient quanlity if kepi in
bulk, to have made a very
p.osion; bbt when thus divided It was
found that little, if any, damage so uid
be caused by it.
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E.H. PURYEA R,
Attorney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New 'Phone 4).
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporatiolijula.._
Ectate Law.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.
Will practice in all courts of Kea..
tucky.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Ree.
FLOURNOY ILREED 
LAWYERS.
Rooms to, ti and 12, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
'ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5, Paduenli,
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky.
OLIVER, OLIVER WOREG01111"
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear ban&
Marshall Couhty; Paducah, Ky.,.
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 114. Old 'Phone 484.
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER.,
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
atb Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build.
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
11.1. Rivers,Me D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office
DR. 11.J. HEARN
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO, 444.
DR. ROBT. J. R
1.20 sORTH FIFTH STR
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to to a. m I.to $-
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
Or. Child ess
EYE, EAR, N
THROAT
Office and Residence, I out; 3 and 4
Columbia B ding.
Phone me-AM
Dr. Sidne Smith
DEN is-r.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, R. 0.
Office 1707 Meyers St,
Telephone 377.
Sanitarium ' and Sanatorium.
These two terms are frequently con-
fused: "Sanitarium" is from sanitas,
meaning healtII, and is correctly applied
-to a healthful place, a resort for con-
valescents. Sanatorium, from senare, to
heal. is correctly applied to institutions
d"-signed for the special treatmeol of
silk persons. as, for Instance, places
where consumptives are treated.-
Myerson's American Family Magazine
• Plain Talk.
Hoi,sewlfe-And you left your
place because of • querrel with
in'stress?
Applicant-Not a quarrel,
"How was it, then?"
"Well, mum, she ass afther
forth' arid me, an' I slipoke to
Doe 
ladtrial 
e to aaatt,ber." --that he Yell la Hive withhoc- Leader.
fliegends Shriallerte
• ...•••
last
your
trIt110.
Inter-
as
od
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
• (Homeopathist.)
Office eoti 
Phone 149.
.-Phone iao
Residence, 819 Broadway.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone ja,.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diploma; Certificate,.
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
„Ai sr.; • ay.
Jim Duffy
4031/e Broadway.
Pressing and Cleaning
Old Telephor.e R
etsmir.ettArtemsf044kum***"*---'--r--'--440\
v
esitov-o,6 4-••••1 • 14 riOseoltiltemcsiot. rosoe-, to
atetlelleiteewesait-7-,*,* •
or
at
Canieras, Kodaks
aim ..../uppti
..This is the season to take pretty
pictures.
_If you go on a jaunt without a
camera your outfit is not complete.
..Take a camera and you will return
with pictures with which you would
-
.levee part.
..Much pleasure derived from a
small investment.
Entire line of kodaks, cameras and
photographic supplies.
McPherson,s
Ditzg SW*:
FOURRTH AND BROADWAY.
Bring Your Preacriptions Here.
% WANTS 
Read WATT'S.BOtTLEVARD ad.
FOR RENT=--hiicielly furnished
VOCOWIS. Front. Apply at 314 North
Sixth street.
_
WANTEIONNil 'Cook at 209
Ttlorth Fifth i2fIreet.- Good wages.
WANTEI?-oror U. S. Army;
iable- bodied -unmarried men between
.ages of as and 35; citizens of the
'United Steel, Of good character and
-temperate habits, who can speak, read
-and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
'Richmond Houte. Paducah, Ky.
• •
WANTED AT ONCE—A good
•German woman to take care of old
lady. Good home, good wages. Old
'Phone 519-tn.
FOR SALE, or exchange for city
property—Good 26-acre farm 5 miles
from the city on Mayfield road. Apply
to A. S. Whitlock, ati farm or bench
No. 5o, market house.
FOR SALE—Fresh milk cow and
calf. Apply to Will Lydon, at Wil-
iarnson's marble yard.
FOR RENT—No. 837 Jefferson
t, $27.5o. Phone &el.
• hard •
"X RIVER RIPPLINGS.
Tod • the Reuben Dunbar comes
in from Clarksville and leaves imnae-
-diately &r Nashville in 'place of the
Bottorff.
This n ruing at 8 o'clock there
goes to air° the steamer Dick
Fowkr, She comes back tonight.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
:front Evansville and departs imme-
diately on her return that way.
The jqlari S Hopkins went to .Ev-
ansville reAterday and comes backi to-
morrow.
The Georgia rtec left Memphis re s-
:teed a y and reach s here tomorrow er
route up for Cis innati.
This afternoon t 5 o'clock the
steamer Clyde gets out for the Ten-
-ziessee river. She comes back again
meet Monday right.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river tomorrow
night and lays until 5 0"clock Satur-
day afternoon before departing on her
zeturn o that stream.
8 Room two trtory Brick House.
cot. 8th' and Miai3ison. All modern
conveniences. Apply to Dr. A. S.
Dlobney or phtitte No. 849.
I have rnoved my stock of jewelry
from 428 Broadway to 311 Broad-
ovay. Call to see me.
J. L. WANNER.
Velvet
Chul
A splendid face pow-
der that will not in-
jure the most delicate
skin. Only
Five Cents, Box
R.:W• W kLICER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.
Druggist. Fifth and B'eray.
Both Phones tys.
Bike Wheel
Jerked Oft
MI(. SAMUEL PLUMB GOT
HEMMED IN BETWEEN
VEHICLES AND CAR.
Frightened Horse Leaped in Froot
of ear on 131-oadway Near Second
Street—Shaft Broken.
Yesterday afternoon shortly before
6 o'clock Mr. Samuel Plumb, book-
keeper for the St. Bernard Coal tent-,
pany, had a narrow escape from be-
ing injured on Broadway near Fifth
street while riding his bicycle.
Fortunately though, he was not in-
jured.
He was riding down Broadway,
whcn_a street car approached. A
agon Caine tr.) on him from one
direction, and .•.:1-ager C. M. Budd
of the West L- zky coal company
from the other direction in his auto-
mobile. In trying to get out of the
way MT. Plumb was caught and
forced from his bicycle, while the
front wheel of the bike was knocked
off by the auto.
Express Wagon Strusk.
An expressman was driving down
Broadway between First and Second
street yesterday afternoon about 5
o'clock, when his horse became
scared at an approaching car. The
animal leaped out across the track
Lied was struck by the car, as was
) the wagon, the shaft of which
v. as broken.
PERSONAL NOTES. +
Lawyer Arthur. Y. Nlartin has re-
ttuned from visiting in Greenville,
Ky.
Misses Tresa Kirchhoff Edna
Gockel and several others leave this
evening on the steamer Clyde for the
round trip up the Tennessee river.
Mr. Muscoe Burnett has returned
from Henderson, where he was
czlled by the death of his father-in-
law, Hon. Lucien Dallam. His wife
remained at that city for a few days,
1.
Messrs. Louis Petter, R. S.
zed J. S. Troutman have returnA
from Ashdown, Ark .
Miss Juliet Hutson of Macon, Ga .
will return home today after visiting
the family of her_uncle,.Col. Wm. A.
Wickliffe of Tdird and Monroe
streets.
Undertaker Fred Roth left this
morning for Lexington o attend the
annual com-ention of the Kentucky
Undldrtaieer s and Embakners State
Association, which convened there
yesterday for a several days' ses-
sion,
Mesdames Zeb Tansill and Charles
Bowland have gone to Livingston
county to visit.
Miss Lillie Mae Winstead spent
yesterday with friends in Princeton.
Mr. Douglas tBagby yesterday
were to hopk;nsville to attend the
Green-Watts wedding.
Miss Birdie Hawkins has returned
from visiting in Birdsville, Ky
Lawyer John G. Miller goes to
Dawson today for a sojourn.
'Mr. J. Campbell Flournoy went to
Chattanooga, Tenn., yesterday.
Mrs. Win. Green of Atlanta, Ga.,
returned home yesterday after vis't-
ing Mrs. W. E. Cochran.
Mr. John A. Hall of St. Louis„
left yesterday for Kansas City, M.,
after meeting the night before with
the Brotherhood of Railway Carmen,
emprising all carmen employed here
by the I. C. He is chairman of the
joint protective board for all car-
men of the entire I. C. system and
cape to see how the Paducah men
were coming on.
'Messrs. W. B. Kennedy and Cecil
Reed went to Mt. Sterling, Ky., yes-
t:rday on business.
Mr. Henry Arts has gone to Ful-
ton 4o become stenographer in the I.
C., office there.
Miss Maggie Cothran of Fulton.
Ky., arrived yesterday to yisit Miss
Carlie Farmer.
Mr. J. H. Evans,
leaves next
weeks' stay down South.
Mr. B. F. Chambers has returned
from Marshal county, and while at-
tending the Olive Methodist church
Sunday, a bolt of lightning struck
the building, but injured no one.
Steperintenckese A. H. Egan of
tb the I. C. railroad arrivd here
yes,' orda y from T.ouisville.
Mrs. Ellen Wileox and daughter
Miss Marie Wilcox. are spending the
PISTITTPer with Mlajor and Mks J. H
Alelecraft of West Broadway.
(Mir. Pet Tally hes leased the
Town Alien place in Arcadia and gione
out 41here wit') his family to spend
Ore sin/14okt%
Al derma n Hank ad sister, Mum
Mon hank. returned yesterday from
a several we les' tour of he north
Canada.
the jeweler,
Diseases of 1Dargal Itestingf
The Stomach Very Well
LECTURES ON THIS SUBJECT
ENGAGING MEDICAL
MEM.
Interesting Session Held last Night
At Library Room Which They
Are Preparing to Furnish.
Last evening a very interesting
meeting was held by the Academy of
Medicine at their quarters in the
Carnegie library. Quite a number of
the physicians being there, and heard.
instructive lectures upon "Diseases
of the Stomach," which was quite
propitious to the occasion; afik, a wave
or epidemic of stomach trOuble
seems to  have swept over the -city
during the present warm spell.
At the session next Tuesday even-
ing Dr. J. R. Coleman will lectur,t on
'Etiology, and Differential Diag-
nosis of Acute and Chronic Gastri-
tis." The physical diagnosis will be
handled by Drs. Bass and Taylor,
and this will be the last lecturz on
the stomach disorders that have en-
gaged the body of professional men
for several weeks past. Many bene-
ficial and entertaining lectures have
been delivered upon each department
connected with the topic.
The academy includes nearly.very
physician in the city, and they are
preparing to handsomely furnish
their meeting place, and also keep
there medical books, instruments,
etc., for use and benefit of each
affiliate.
MILLIONAIRE MURDERER
(Continued From First Page.)
arraigned this morning, charged with
the murder of Stanford White. He
was remanded to the coroner. From
the police court he was taken to th.,
criminal court building.
It was reported today on the
authority of several persons inter-
csted in the case that Thaw's defense
will be that he was and is insane.
It was said that at his trial he will
be represented by the best and most
noted lawyers of the day, who w'll
ask for the appointment of a commis-
Barriett sion in Junacy to examine as to the
state of Thaw's mind.
"There can be no doubt,- said one
of these men, "that Thaw was and is
hopelessly insane, and that the corn-
nession will report him so."
Thaw's trip to headquarters .was
made only after the strongest pro-
tests on the part of his friends had
been overruled. They were informed
that no change whatever could .be
made in the usual procedure. Several-
friends of the prisoner were pertnittet
to visit him in his cell, however.
When the detectives, accompanied
by Inspector Schmitt Berger, entered
the cell to tabe Thaw to head-
quarters, Thaw inquired whether it
was necessary for him to be hand-
cuffed.
"Yes," the inspector replied, "it is
necessary. We always handcuff mur-
derers."
Thaw was then
Tenderloin station
detective.
At the sidewalk the patrol wagon
was waiting. Thaw was placed in it
;- pd driven to police headquarters.
Mr and Mrs. Ira Fulkerson of
South Ninth, have a new boy baby.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Kaylor have
a boy baby at their home on the
Mayfield roadf.
led out of the
handcuffed to a
N., C. & St. L. Reduced Rates for
the Fourth of July.
The N., C. & St. I- Ry announces
that for the Fourth of Tully tickets
will be on sale July and, 3rd and
4th, limit July 8th, to and from all
points in the southeast, including St.
Louis, Mo., at one and one-third
fare for the round trip, minimum
rate 50 cents.
bee Oeani Supper given by the
Newell Society at the residence of
Nies. William Bade-5 on Jefferson
street, Thursday night. June 28.
The Peters Lee leavs Cincinnati to-
day and pets here Saturday on her
way down to Memphis.
DOCTORS HAVE NOT RE-
MOVED THE BULLET
FROM LEG. ,
11111.11. Andy Bauer Returned Last
Evening, While Other Sister
Remains There.
Mrs. J. Andy Bauer returned last
evening at 7:40 o'clock from Cairo,
where shc went the day before to
attend the bedside of her brother, Mr.
Frank Dargal, who was shot Sunday
by Negro Davis who was firing at
the street car conductor Kessley of
that city. When the sister left her
brother was resting well at St.
Mary's infirmary, where he was
takett-stror -the- shouting.
The doctors_ find that the bullet
splintered the bone _of the left let
between the ankle and knee. The
physicians are letting the bullet re-
main for the present, deeming it in-
advisable at this time to remove the
leaden missile, which is deeply im-
bedded. Miss Mamie Dargal, another
sister, remained at the young man's
bedside to be with hint instil he re-
covers sufficiently to be brought to
this city. It cannot be foretold how
long this will be. The ttoctoes say
the limb will not have to be ampu-
tated.
The trial of the negro has not yet
been conducted and will not be until
the conductor's condition permits of
him getting up. He is shot several
times, but the doctors think be will
get well.
4* LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF
Read WATTS BOULEVARD ad.
—This morning at I:3o o'clock the
remains of Mks. F. W. Hnblirel wac
shipped toMiadioon. IiJ.. for burial
arvortipanied by her &yell er, Mci
Nimes M. Cie-tomtit.  The body will
be buried at that place sometime to-
morrow.
—Already Roo tickets have been
sold for the chatuauqua for next
year, w4u Fe about 1.200 will be dis-
posed of by next Saturday night.
Disposal of them now insures next
rear's event.
—Mr. Steve Grouse has receivV
word that Mionday. at Golconda, his
sister, Mrs. Josephine Schauff, died
of brain fever. One son and a
daughter survive.
—J. A. Steen has filed emit in
Squire Emery's Court for $95 dam-
ages against the Automatic Sprinkler
company. Steen was working, in-
staHino a sprinkler at the Mechanics-
tUrg basket° factory, when some fal-
ling machinery caught and injured
—July 8th the Knights of Colum-
bus of Cairo iniate a large class into
the order thine, and at that time
about 150 go drown from here.
STUDYING SEWER PLANE.
Sewerage Committee Spent emend
Hours Going Over
WATT'S BOULEVARD
ANNOUNCEMENT
I have sold a controling interest in "Watts Boulevard"
hunt asth street to 29th street and facing the park on ayth
street and 28th street, to the Thomas C. Leech Investment Co.
The lot* remaining have been withdrawn from the Market
and are not for sale. GEO. C. HUGHES.
Paducah, Ky., June teth, r906.
NEW RESIDENCE DISTRICT STARTS AT LOW PRICES
To Home Buyers:
We have bought our choice of the lots and blocks on "Watts Boule-
vard" and around the park after fully satisfying ourselves that this is the
most liberally arranged addition to Paducah and especially well located for
•
suburban homes in the near future. "Watts Boulevard" in con-
nection with the easy slopes facing east on 28th street
up to Broadway is well adapted to meet the demands
of "Greater Paducah" for high class residences. At the pres-
ent time homes costing from $3,500.00 to $15,000.00 are located where 28th
street ends at Broadway. "Watts Boulevard" lots are so to 65 feet front
_facet deep id1all-212 fact wide.Aidcwalkat_a_ittst_wiSk
feet wide from curb to curb. IMPROVED BROADWAY IS 01414Y
42 FEET WIDE FROM CURB TO CURB WITH -ft FOOT SIDIre
WALKS. We are prepared to furniih lots to kidivideals
or full blocks of S lots to congenial parties wishing to
form their own neighborhood. We will contract to lay down streets and
sidewalks to suit—and improve lots ready to build—can furnish lawn lots
or in grand old forest WM. The park faces 400 feet on 'Watts Soule-
vard"—full blocisoonid is arranged for exclusive um of owners of thee*
lots. No home can be built on this property costing less than Si000no—
the restriction may be higher—reside:1cl purposes only. Under the above
eon/miens a lot in this addition is well worth having. Call en us at
Room zss. fine .ftner Fraternity Building, see the plat and let us eetplaiis
the ansawebed possibilities ad this exceptional property.
THE THOMAS C. LERCH unnumaywr co.
T. C. Leech General Manager.
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Us*
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Besiblesg purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does not be-
come dark and discolored
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT t 1 1
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, 409 TRIMBLE ST.,, PADUCAH,, KY.
Before Trading Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYCLLCO
Next to Kentucky Theatre on North Fifth street they can s aye yot.
money, and take your old wheel in eochange. WE WANT AN UN-
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
o,
Yesterdey Afternoon. Remember titis is the cheapest house in town
Yesterday afternoon the joint thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. Expert
sewer csatenittee el the council sad machinists in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
aldermen held a meeting at the office
of City Engineer Washington to
look over the drawings and recom-
mendations of Mr. J. W. Alvord, the
Chicago man who is getting up the
plans and specifications for the storm
and sanitary sewerage system to be
installed here. The 'Nation was for
the sole purpose of getting familiar-
ized with the plans, and the city
engineer explained them thoroaghly-
te the committeemen, who will short-
ly make up their mind as to what
they want, and decide accordingly, so
the drawings can be completed. It is
more than probable_that none of the
sewerage will be built this year, be-
cause it is now so late in the sea-
son.
-
Casey'—Welre a hard worruker.
Dooley. How many hods o' mdrther
have you curried up that ladder all
'A man who speaks from experi- ,gay?
ence says that it costs almost as
much to kee a wife in clothes as it 
nook y—Whist , man! I'm fool i n'
' e arried the same hod
doe's to keep an auomobile in repair.
---Chicago News.
fist up an' down all day an* he t in s
I'm worki
d11111111111e"'
on Bicyles and every-
L? YOU FORGET.'
AU tax-payars are nerehy respect
lofty reminded that the first half o
city times are now due
'Pen per cent penalty ts a Mad to
all June bills renssialag unpaid July
the first. We desire *et you escape
this additional cost, sod also the an
noyance of wonting your turn in the
rush of tile last law days. Therefore
we request you to kindly colt at the
treasurer's office soon as possible,
and greatly oblige yours,
JOHN J. DORIAN,
City Treasurer.
Lost
Fan and chain on Broadway be-
tween Mies Zuha Cobbs store and
Seventh street. Finder please Acme
287 old and receive reward.
have moved my stock of jewelry,
from 4_28 Broadway to 31! Broad-
way. Call to see me.
J. L WANNER.
Fourth of July Raise—Dates of
sale July 2, 3 and 4th, 006, limited
to July 8th, t906. ior return. Tick-
ets can be sold, to all stations on the
Illinois Central raikoad in Illinois.
Indiana and Missmiri, to which Ike
one way rate is $7.50 or less. and to
a LI points south of the Ohio river.
Also points on the Y. & M. V. R. R.,
A. & V. Ry. and V. S. & P. R. I.
'Round trip rate, one sad one-third
fare.
Los Aageles, Cal—National Edu-
cational Association Convention.
Dates of sale June 25th to July 7th,
1906. Final limit September
t906. Round trip rate $62.5o
Notice.
Parties having claims against M.
H. Ingram, deceased, will please file
same properly proven at once,
-frEe----libieeihz47FA-644-,--rsatitosseorT
6ot North Sixth street. r
— VMS
BUY
TRADEWATER COAL
, IT:IS the BEST
CoaL for wagons at Elevator Both T elephones 25 4.
Foot of
Ot le  leOt west Kentucky Coal. Co:
1
If
.‘
